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Serious game-based interventions offer promising health outcome results with the
aid of pre-intervention player tailoring and the development of measurements that
evaluate pre-intervention player characteristics and subgroups. Video gaming measures
can potentially provide helpful tailoring information that discerns individual video
gaming preferences which could influence their overall user experience. It is critical
that measures that target adolescent video gaming be psychometrically validated. There
is a gap in the literature with psychometrically validated measures evaluating adolescent
attitudes towards computer games for learning and gaming archetypes.
Therefore the aims of this dissertation were to 1) evaluate the psychometric
properties (i.e., reliability and validity) of the Attitudes Towards Computer Games for
Learning (ATCGFL) adapted from Askar et al.’s Attitudes towards computer-assisted
learning (CAL) scale that assessed attitudes towards computer games for learning

among a sample of adolescents, and 2) explore and identify the latent class structure
(LCA) of the BrainHex measure among the same sample of adolescents.
Secondary data analysis of a data set extricated from the “It’s Your Game-Family”
study was conducted. Participants were youth aged 11-14 years in Houston, TX, who
answered self-guided questionnaires in their home. Exploratory data analysis of the
ATCGFL scale was performed. Reliability testing through analyzing internal
consistency and test-retest reliability were also performed with the ATCGFL scale.
Then, exploratory data analysis of the BrainHex measure was performed through latent
class analysis.
Results from the exploratory analysis of the ATCGFL scale suggest the adapted
attitudes scale supports a 3-factor solution (Satisfaction, Motivation, and Cognition).
The 3-factor solution indicates the scale has a mixed quality level of internal
consistency because Factor 1 and Factor 2 we have an acceptable level of internal
consistency, but Factor 3 has a questionable level of internal consistency. The test-retest
reliability of the ATCGFL scale was low, but significant. Last, the latent class analysis
of the BrainHex measure results revealed a 3-class model (low probability of gaming
element likability gamers, moderate probability of gaming element likability gamers,
and high probability of gaming element likability gamers). Overall, these findings
suggest the Attitudes Towards Computer Games for Learning scale and BrainHex
measure both possess promising utility as measures in tandem with serious game-based
interventions, and that further research to conduct confirmatory analysis with both
measures is merited.
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BACKGROUND

Statement of the Problem
In the United States, adolescent health issues are a growing concern, and there are
opportunities to explore measures that are used in tandem with serious game-based
interventions to address adolescent health issues. Adolescents, defined as individuals aged
from approximately the years 10-19, are in a vital developmental period that is transitional,
incurring rapid development in aspects of cognitive, emotional, physical, and social growth
(Bundy et al., 2017; Inchley et al., 2020). However, there is a litany of important health
issues that potentially begin or even peak during the adolescent years of many youths
leading up to their young adulthood years (Park et al., 2014). Engaging in risky sexual
health behaviors is one of many rising adolescent health problems that are a cause for
concern (Jamison et al., 2013).

Adolescent Sexual Health and Sexual Health Risk Reduction
Adolescent health issues can be complex and yet extensive (Azzopardi, 2012;
Banspach et al., 2016; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2018). For example,
risky adolescent sexual health behavior is a significant public health problem that has
seemingly ebbed and flowed. According to the United States National Youth Risk Behavior
Survey (YRBS), the percentage of youth reporting a history of sexual intercourse, multiple
sex partners, and condom use during last sexual intercourse from for a while (e.g., 19912011) did not significantly change CDC, 2011). Comparatively, between 1991 until 2017,
condom use did increase, which indicates a significant but broad change with one
1

dimension of risky adolescent sexual risk behavior (CDC, 2017). However, out of the
estimated 15.1 million high school-aged youth in the U.S. (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018),
approximately 39.5% or 5.9 million youth reported have ever had sex (CDC, 2017).
However, youth engagement in sexual activity increases their risk of pregnancy and
contracting STIs, and potentially incurring negative impacts on their health and overall
well-being. On a more detailed level, more than 39.5% of sexually active high school
students did not use a condom during their last sexual encounter (CDC, 2017). Adolescent
females ages 15-19 accounted for 4.7% of all births in 2016, which amounts to less than
180,000 babies born to teenagers which is still a significant amount (CDC, 2018). In regard
to STI rates among adolescents, almost half of the 20 million new cases of STIs in the U.S.
are among young people between 15-24 years of age (Martin et al., 2018; CDC, 2016).
However, even though the adolescent sexual health trends are concerning, there is research
indicating that teens who delay first sex typically have fewer sexual partners and are more
likely to use contraception (Martinez et al., 2015; Goesling et al., 2014; Weinstock et al.,
2004). The alarmingly high incidence of STIs among young people, the significant number
of unintended pregnancies among teenagers that occur each year in the U.S., and the
correlation with improved sexual health outcomes associated with delayed sexual initiation
all coalesce into a significant but comprehensive adolescent health issue that needs
redressing (CDC, 2018; Martinez et al., 2015; Goesling et al., 2014; Weinstock et al.,
2004). Furthermore, the confluence of adolescent health issues indicates that there is an
opportunity to improve current public health interventions targeting adolescent sexual
health (CDC, 2018; Martinez et al., 2015; Goesling et al., 2014; Weinstock et al., 2004).

2

Efforts to Address Adolescent Sexual Heath
Adolescent sexual health issues have been redressed by a variety of programmatic
approaches that have achieved success in reducing adolescent sexual risk behaviors
(Kedzior et al., 2020; Manlove et al., 2015). Some examples of effective adolescent sexual
programmatic efforts include school-based programs, clinic-based programs, and parentyouth relationship programs (Vanwesenbeeck et al., 2015; Burke et al., 2014; The Society
for Adolescent Health and Medicine, 2014; Kågesten et al., 2014; Kirby, 2007). Yet, these
programs often encounter barriers for implementation due to limited availability of
resources, lack of accessibility of facilities for services, or inconvenient hours for said
services (GO et al., 2014; Rolleri et al., 2008). Counter to the traditional didactic
programming targeting adolescent sexual health, there is an unconventional modality to
improve adolescent risky sexual behaviors through serious games in the advent of the
growing popularity of video games among youth (Hussein et al., 2018; Haruna et al., 2018;
Shegog et al., 2015).

Video Game Use Among American Youth and the Public Health Significance

The demographic that accounts for an overwhelmingly significant amount of new
cases of STI infection is coincidently a generation that has been greatly exposed to
technology, and their digital experience is heavily imbued with video games (Bruinsma et
al., 2016). Video games play a significant part of the digital experience of younger
generations. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation Study (Roberts et al., 2005),
approximately 91.9% of youths aged 8-18 play video games. The average 15 to 18-year-old
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was found to spend on average 33 minutes per day playing video games, 10-14 years old
spent 52 minutes per day, and children aged 8-10 spent 65 minutes per day (Roberts et al.,
2005). In previous years such as 1999, by comparison, the Kaiser Foundation found that
approximately 39% of youth played video games which indicates that from 1999 to 2005,
there was a significant increase of American adolescents playing video games (Cummings,
2007). The Kaiser Foundation Study’s finding on youth video game usage is further
corroborated by the work of the Pew Research Center (2018). The Pew Research Center in
2018 surveyed 743 teens and found that approximately 84% teens have or have access to
video games, and approximately 90% of teens both males and females reported they play
video games of any kind inclusive of computer, console, or cellphone (Pew Research
Center, 2018).
The rates of video game use among youth suggest that video games appear to be a
significant medium to attract youth and maintain their attention for a relatively sizable
amount of time (Dias, 2018; Gentile, 2009; Primack, 2012). When video games are utilized
for health purposes, they can be effective in increasing knowledge, changing behaviors, and
influencing positive health outcomes (Baranowski et al., 2016). As a result of the
intersection of the high prevalence of video gaming among adolescents and the myriad of
existing adolescent health issues, public health efforts are embracing the popularity of video
games among youth through serious games to effectuate positive change in adolescent
sexual health (Shegog, 2015; Chu et al., 2015; Haruna et al., 2018). Serious games are
games (video and or computer games) utilized for a “serious” purpose such as to train,
teach, and or change behavior rather than solely for entertainment, enjoyment, or fun
(Giunti, 2015; Michael and Chen, 2005).
4

In order to address sexual health issues and on a broader scope of adolescent health,
there is a need to understand the gaps in knowledge with interventions utilizing serious
games targeting adolescent health. Opportunities to address adolescent health issues
through serious games are of interest to the public health field. The dissertation is
significant because it contributes to the body of research that intersects adolescent health
and technology-based interventions utilizing serious games. The dissertation explores two
adolescent measures (i.e., attitudes towards computer games for learning and player
archetypes) that are related to the potential success of the application of serious games. The
findings will help inform adolescent health researchers and serious game developers about
adolescent measures that provide insight into pre-intervention individual characteristics and
may enable tailoring of serious game-based interventions for improved intervention
experience and improved effectiveness for behavioral health change. Future serious games
in public health may be more effective if heavier emphasis is placed on intervention
tailoring for the individual rather than a focus purely on gamification qualities (i.e., general
gameplay elements to increase player engagement) (DeSmet et al., 2015).

Video Games and the Subsequent Emergence of Serious Games as Platforms for
Health Behavior Change
Video games have garnered widespread societal appeal for entertainment. However,
the first video games in the 1950s were not originally designed solely for entertainment
purposes but rather for educational purposes and “serious” military applications (Djaouti et
al., 2011). The designation of video games as “serious games” was not coined until 2002 in
an article titled “Serious Games: Improving Public Policy through Game-based Learning
5

and Simulation” (Djaouti el al., 2011). The article was a call to use technology from the
mainstream entertainment video game industry to improve simulation training in the public
sector (Djaouti et al., 2011).
Taking heed of the call for utilizing technology from the mainstream video gaming
industry, developers and researchers improved simulation training through mainstream
video gaming technology. Mainstream development of serious games for the average
consumer use occurred around the 1970s. In that decade, the iconic game Oregon Trail was
released, marking a significant milestone in greater adoption of serious games by the public
with several school systems beginning to adopt the game to use in the classroom (Djaouti et
al., 2011). Oregon Trail paved the way for integrating video games into the classroom and
broadly catalyzed the serious game field (Buday et al., 2012; Charsky and Barbour, 2010).
However, the development of serious games stagnated after Oregon Trail’s release (Djaouti
et al., 2011). It is estimated that prior to 1980, only 27 serious games were developed, and
each subsequent year until 1990, approximately 23 games were released (Djaouti et al.,
2011).
The niche origins of serious games and its slow adoption for the mainstream
consumer would seemingly indicate the genre’s eventual fade into obscurity. However, in
recent years the serious game industry experienced a meteoric rise that is similar to the
success seen in the commercial video gaming industry. For example, from 2000 until 2009,
there was a significant increase in serious games with over 1,254 serious games titles
created (Djaouti et al., 2011). However, the production of video games for the serious
purpose of educational applications is sparse in comparison to the production of the
commercial video gaming industry (Djaouti et al., 2011). The serious game market was
6

estimated in 2010 to generate approximately 1.7 billion USD each year around the world
and had an estimated average annual growth rate of 47% between 2010 and 2015 (Laamarti
et al. 2014). In comparison, the global value of the commercial video gaming industry in
2011 was estimated to be 54.15 billion and rose to 78.61 billion in 2017 (Entertainment
Software Association, 2018). The concurrent financial growth of the entertainment gaming
industry and serious games indicate potential opportunities in advancing the development
and improvement of serious games applications (Laarmarti et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2011;
Sakamoto, 2007).

Serious Games in Public Health
Serious games have experienced a nascent growth in public health, and
opportunities exist to expand serious game research and development. There is a need for
standardized definitions and parameters that clearly and uniformly delineate concepts that
are agreed upon in academic public health literature among public health experts (Djaouti et
al., 2001; Gentry et al., 2016). Yet, applications of serious games in various fields continue
to expand and in recent years serious game application have intersected multiple domains
and they include training, engineering, medicine, healthcare, military, city planning, and
crisis response (Baranowki et al., 2008; Corti, 2006).
One particular area in public health that has seen one of the most significant growth
with serious game occurred in health professional education (Chen, 2010; Dorman et al.,
2009; Gentry et al., 2016; Ricciardi et al., 2014). As a direct response to the decline in the
quality of training programs, the availability of healthcare trainers and instructors, and the
resultant worldwide need for properly trained health workers, serious games have been
7

adopted in health professional training (Chen, 2010; Dorman et al., 2009; Gentry et al.,
2016; Ricciardi et al., 2014). Development and adoption of serious games has been
bolstered by evidence of serious games contributing to the improvement of skills and
learning of health professionals (Ricciardi et al., 2014; Graafland et al., 2012).
Serious games have been adopted and implemented to educate patients and the
general public about various health issues and one specific area is asthma education. In a
systematic review spanning from January 1980 to December 2015 on serious games
targeting children with asthma, the review yielded only 10 serious games (Drummond et al.,
2017). These serious games were developed in reaction to low attendance at asthma
education programs due to costs associated with travel, challenges with getting off work,
physician resistance, and psychological factors. The games addressed barriers by providing
greater accessibility to patients through in-home access and the serious games also
presented the asthma management education in an engaging format that is more fun than
traditional didactic formats. The asthma serious games were effective in increasing the
participants’ knowledge of asthma and provided opportunities for skills practice, yet
behavior did not change nor improve clinical outcomes. The absence of significant change
in behavior or health outcomes could have been due to study limitations that include low
statistical power (i.e., small study sample), the lack of inclusion of participant’s parents or
caregiver, and lack of addressing key health behavior theory constructs such as self-efficacy
for behavior change (Drummond et al., 2017). Overall, the systematic review indicates
serious games for behavior health change has opportunities to reach a young video gaming
generation that continues to grow especially targeting children in tandem with their
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caregiver using intervention elements that are theoretically grounded (Drummond et al.,
2017).

Serious Games for Sexual Health Skills Training: The Benefits and Opportunities
Realized for Serious Games
Adoption of serious games to support formal education methods is effective and
motivational in aiding students to learn complex and high-level skills (Arnab et al., 2013;
Hainey et al., 2011). Skills and knowledge are the foundation for effective behavior change
through serious games (Thompson, 2012). However, adoption of serious games for
adolescent sexual health skills training is sparse despite research indicating effectiveness
(DeSmet et al., 2015; Kagesten et al., 2014; Kirby, 2007). According to a systematic review
and meta-analysis of all studies on sexual health promotion involving serious games before
July 2013, only seven health promotion studies evaluating sexual health serious games were
found out of 7192 initial articles identified (DeSmet et al., 2015). Of the seven identified
studies, five targeted adolescents. Of these, four studies specifically targeted decreasing
teen pregnancy by means of delaying adolescent sexual initiation and only one study
focused on sexual health skills training for healthy relationships (DeSmet et al., 2015).
Furthermore, the lone study found only small effects change for sexual health skills training
(DeSmet et al., 2015). Although serious games for sexual health represent a small portion
of serious games for health efforts, the meta-analysis findings indicate there is a need and
opportunity for the continued development of sexual health skills training through serious
games.

9

Providing adolescent sexual health skills training through serious games is
advantageous and offers the potential to be as or more effective than traditional approaches
(Shegog, 2015). Public health experts in a moderated round table discussion that focused on
the benefits and future of serious game utilization for advancing the sexual health field
through skills training agreed that serious games allow youth to develop skills sustainably
through gaming-based activities (Shegog, 2015). The panel of experts noted that skillsbased training through serious games is valuable to youth by providing them practice
opportunities for skills mastery (Shegog, 2015). The panel also recognized that another
significant advantage provided by serious games is the reduction of the barrier of negative
and awkward experiences (Shegog, 2015). Providing skills training to students through the
private setting of serious games helps students to overcome the negative barriers of anxiety
or fear that might beset a classroom (Shegog, 2015). Similarly, in a focus group study of
young individuals, the anonymity provided by serious games was identified as an appealing
feature because it provides students the opportunity to avoid embarrassment when
discussing sexual health issues with teachers or health educators (Kulyk et al., 2015).
Privacy is another concern that affects students regarding sexual health education.
According to a qualitative analysis of student perceived barriers to sexual health education
programs, students cite personal fears with the breach of confidentiality and the loss of
respect from their teachers when participating in an adolescent sexual health education
(Langille et al., 2001). Based on first-hand experience in losing confidentiality when sharing
in the classroom, students expressed reluctance to openly participating in classroom sexual
health education (Langille et al., 2001). Students also cite apprehension with participating in
sexual health discussion in the classroom due to the potential loss of respect by the teacher.
10

Potentially being judged by the teacher due to life choices, one student stated they found it
difficult to be open about sexual health in the classroom due to having a fear of their instructor
viewing them in a negative light (Langille et al., 2001). One student noted that they were
worried about being judged by their teacher, and that potentially the teacher would have a
poor opinion with the student which would. Thus, the student overall felt a level of reluctance
with attending and sharing in the class. (Langille et al., 2001),
Classroom dynamics and how some male students would make inappropriate jokes
were other recognized student barriers to sexual health education. Due to the way some
male students would generally act disrespectful, some students felt that the learning
environment was uncomfortable. In another study on classroom dynamics, a female student
mentioned feeling embarrassed when sharing in the classroom due to the presence of her
male peers (Haruna et al., 2018). Instead, the female student felt it was easier to remain and
listen rather than ask any questions rather than potentially be ridiculed by the guys (Haruna
et al., 2018). The students also expressed feeling shy, awkward, and embarrassed to ask
questions about sexual health issues in the classroom (Haruna et al., 2018). Whether
students in sexual health class are intimidated by their peers of the opposite sex or they feel
embarrassed to openly ask questions related to sexual health in the classroom, it is not a
forgone conclusion that student feel they can freely participate in sexual health education
without any misgivings when in the conventional classroom.
Sexual health training via serious games could assist in reducing educators’
perceived barriers to dissemination of sexual health education. In a Delphi study focused on
identifying motivators and barriers of school librarians providing sexual health education,
school librarians cited the fear of having conflict with students as a significant barrier to
11

providing sexual health education (Richey, 2015). The fear is rooted having students react
negatively towards the librarians when presenting sexual health information. Serious games
can provide a buffer between students and educators, which is beneficial for not only
students but also for the educator.
Serious games are not immune to controversy. Adoption of serious games within
schools could face potential disapproval of certain serious game activities from parents and
the community at large. For example, serious game activities that allow students to practice
condom negotiation skills through an avatar could allow students to potentially deviate
from the intended activity. Students may attempt to test the boundaries of the game and
they may try to perform a simulated sexual activity with the avatar which would easily be
viewed as an objectionable activity. Even if program designers take precautions to
safeguard against malcontent behavior, the potential benefits derived from implementing
serious games for adolescent sexual health behavior change arguably outweighs any
potential negative effects. Sexual health skills training through serious games can provide
students practical and realistic skills training that is often devoid from traditional
modalities; however, strategic and thoughtful considerations to gain acceptance from school
administrators and parents is crucial and must be reconciled.
Video games have also been shown to be relatively useful in improving a variety of
health-related outcomes (Primack et al., 2012; Kato et al., 2008). In a search through six
databases (Center on Media and Child Health Database of Research, MEDLINE, CINAHL,
PsycINFO, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials) for over
1452 retrieved articles, Primack et al. (2012) systematic reviewed the potential impact of
video games with a focus in improving health-related outcomes rather than on the current
12

trend of research focusing on the potential harm on health associated with playing video
games. Primack et al. (2012) found 38 studies (2.6%) that met inclusion criteria (i.e., RCT
studies that evaluated impact of playing video games on health-related outcomes) and the
researchers extracted 195 health outcomes to examine. Video games according to the
systematic review were shown to improve the following health-related outcomes by
percentage: 69% of psychological therapy outcomes, 59% of physical therapy outcomes,
50% of physical activity outcomes, 46% of clinician skills outcomes, 42% of health
education outcomes, 42% of pain distraction outcomes, and 37% of disease selfmanagement outcomes (Primack et al., 2012). Overall, the results appear to indicate video
games as a whole show potential in improving health outcomes and specifically video
games used for physical therapy, psychological therapy, and or distraction from pain were
some of the most successful in resulting in positive health outcomes (Primack et al., 2012).
Serious Games and Behavior Change Theory
Behavior change is undergirded by theory (Baranowski et al., 2008; Ryan et al.,
2006). Interventions for behavior health change that integrate behavior health theory may
increase the intervention’s effectiveness (Baranowski et al., 2015; Turner-McGrievy, 2009).
The theories that support behavior change through video games are the Social Cognitive
Theory (SCT) and elaboration likelihood model (Baranowski et al., 2008, Thompson et al.,
2007). The SCT posits that behavior change is a function of self-efficacy and skills in
relation to the new behavior (Baranowski et al., 2008; Petty et al., 1986). In comparison, the
gaining and maintaining of an individual’s attention is paramount to their processing of
information for behavior change according to the elaboration likelihood model (Baranowski
et al., 2008). According to a review of 25 video games that promoted behavioral health
13

change through December 2006, SCT was the most commonly cited theory for behavior
change and there was substantial variability with procedures for behavior change with the
games cited (Baranowski et al., 2008). Generally, it appears video games used for behavior
change often are not always grounded in theory and there is room for more research on the
adoption and implementation of theory-based video games for behavior health change
(Baranowski et al., 2008, Thompson et al., 2007).

Factors Influencing the Success of Serious Games
Research evaluating the benefits of serious gaming and adolescent health
interventions has shown evidence that game-based learning or serious games can
effectively promote sexual health education to adolescents, especially when delivered
through popular interactive platforms. According to Chu et al. (2015), after playing sex
education serious games through the mediums of Facebook, iPad, and the web, teenagers in
Hong Kong reported an increase in positive attitudes toward sex and relationships and also
there was an increase in awareness for making smart sexual choices. The researchers found
that students cited the game as a fun and positive experience that provided a safe and riskfree simulated environment allowing them to play, experiment, and practice decision
making in realistic scenarios (Chu et al., 2015).
In the U.S., the success of serious game-based interventions is partly attributed to
the format of serious games delivering health behavior change instruction. The literature
indicates that serious games provide a viable medium for delivering health behavior change
instruction and messaging that is engaging and entertaining (Baranowski et al., 2008).
According to Baranowski et al. (2008), positive health changes in youths were observed
14

after they played video games designed for health behavior change. Generally, the literature
indicates that public health interventions incorporating serious games targeting adolescents
are more effective than traditional intervention approaches (i.e., nongame-based) (Ma et al.,
2011). When serious games are utilized in conjunction with conventional educational
approaches, then the combined approach could potentially provide a more powerful means
of knowledge transfer and have a greater impact on health outcomes (Ma et al. 2011).
Several specific design factors of serious game contribute to the success of serious
games. According to a systematic review evaluating 55 behavioral interventions that used
serious games, the following factors contributed to the success of their respective serious
game: backstory and production, realism, AI and adaptivity, interaction, and feedback and
debriefing (Ravyse et al., 2016). Backstory and Production, also known as the game
narrative, is the storyline presented to game players and is what game players are immersed
in when playing the game. Serious games that did not have a well-integrated game narrative
with the learning experience caused players to express frustration at the disruptions caused
by distinct breaks between learning activities and activities progressing the narrative. The
result of seamy integration of narrative with learning in serious games is game players’
reluctance to play the game and an overall negative playing experience. Ravyse et al.
(2016) recommends the inclusion of a subject matter expert for the creation of harmonious
integration of the game storyline and also involve the end user for the design of the
backstory and production testing during the development phase of serious games.
Realism is defined as how close a game resembles or replicates real life.
Specifically, realism includes the physical, functional, and psychological dimensions of the
game’s fidelity to real life. Based on the multiple dimensions of the realism of a game,
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researchers found that high game fidelity to realism would increase user game appreciation.
Some studies found that game satisfaction was still high for elementary aged students
playing a serious game that had unsophisticated 2D graphics but had had highly stylized
artwork (Ravyse et al., 2016). Therefore, before deciding and committing to a level of
graphic fidelity of a serious game, the development team should take into consideration the
age of their target audience and involve their target audience at the outset of the project.
The team would gain an understanding if the target audience values game realism (Ravyse
et al., 2016). In addition to the high value of graphic realism, non-player characters (NPC)
are found to be vital to the success of a serious game’s fidelity. Players preferred games that
had NPC interact with them with voice communication. Voice interaction from NPC is less
disruptive of the game flow experience compared to text. Social cues (i.e., facial expression
and intonation) from NPC play a positive role in the success of a serious game.
AI and adaptivity are other important factors that contribute to the success of serious
games. AI is the intelligent or unscripted game response to player activity. In one evaluated
serious game, AI was used as unobtrusive intervention by assisting players with hints or
reminders when players made repeated mistakes or took too long to answer a question. As a
result of the AI intervention, players were observed to give more correct answers and
reported to a greater sense of enjoyment playing the game. Similar to AI, adaptivity is
another success factor that is used to enhance the learning experience of serious game users.
Successful serious games implementing adaptivity utilized adaptivity in two approaches.
One serious game analyzed in the review utilized adaptivity by adjusting the game’s
difficulty based on the player’s ability. Another serious game used adaptivity to adjust the
game’s presentation based on the player’s learning style.
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The next important factor that contributes to the success of serious games is
interaction. Gameplay interaction that allows for straightforward user interface has been
found to be the most ideal for a successful serious game. Ravyse et al. (2016) found that
serious games with complex in-game learning tools (i.e., inventory and maps) were often
not accessed by novice gamers resulting in players getting lost in game and ultimately
quitting. Ravyse et al. (2016) also recommends allowing players to customize the controls
of the game and grant players to individualize their gaming interaction based on their
preference and style. Interestingly, Ravyse et al. (2016) also found that player-to-player
interaction is a positive factor for serious games when players collaborate with other
players to solve problems.
Feedback and Debriefing are the last critical components of a successful serious
game. Feedback is the way the game presents and updates the players on in-game progress
and achievements. Player feedback that provides the user with immediate updates on their
in-game progress positively influenced the player’s overall experience with few expressing
frustrations and the desire to quit the game. Debriefing is one of the most important
opportunities for game players to process and consolidate all their in-game learning
experiences. However, based on the mixed approaches on implementing debriefing, best
practices for in game debriefing implementation (e.g., intermittently only in-game, or postgame) require further investigation (Ravyse et al., 2016).

Motivation for Serious Games
Public health interventions targeting adolescents could benefit from employing
novel serious game strategies rather than relying predominantly on conventional evaluation
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formats (Mitchell et al., 2004). According to a literature review on the use of computer and
video games for learning conducted by Mitchell & Savill-Smith (2004), through the
Ultralab and the Learning and Skills Development Agency, the use of computer and video
games for learning is useful in stimulating the user’s enjoyment and engagement with
learning. Serious games possess the potential to provide an alternative pedagogical
approach for students with different learning needs and expectations (Garneli et al., 2016).
The literature indicates that engaging students to learn through serious games can be a
significantly motivating medium to help students learn in comparison to traditional paperbased schoolwork (Garneli et al., 2016). In further support of the notion that students prefer
learning through mediums such as serious games over tradition means, Bekebrede et al.
(2011) found students generally preferred technology rich learning. From a large participant
sample group of 1432 Dutch students in higher education, Bekerbrede et al. evaluated
student learning preferences. Bekerbede et al. (2011) found technologically driven learning
was significantly preferred in comparison to traditional learning modalities. Bekerbrede et
al.’s (2011) results indicate serious games are a valuable teaching method that assists
students to learn specific materials. Given their potential to positively impact students’
learning and skills-based training for behavioral health change, adolescent motivation to
play serious games is an appropriate arena to further investigate.
According to Malone’s motivation theory, which helped inform the development of
the SSS with gaming elements and on the evaluation portion of SSS through the adaptation
of the BrainHex scale and Attitudes Towards Games for Learning scale, instruction via
computer-based learning is considered to be intrinsically motivating (i.e., a quality of the
game that motivates the individual to engage in the computer-based learning) if students
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deem the instruction to be “fun” (Shegog, 2010). Even if computer-based learning via
instructional modalities, such as serious games is oftentimes considered to be “fun” and as a
result serious games may stimulate motivation among students for learning, however, it is
important to note that game-based learning that possess intrinsically motivating qualities do
not necessarily impact motivation for health behavior change directly. The linkage between
intrinsic motivation to learn and motivation for behavior change was not assessed by
Malone. Malone specifically sought to identify factors that captivate students to play games
and learn (Shegog, 2010). Four factors of intrinsic motivation were identified by Malone–
challenge, curiosity, fantasy, and control (Shegog, 2010). Challenge is the difficulty level
of in-game activities and the presented activities should possess a goal with uncertain
outcome. Outcome uncertainty is influenced by incorporating variable difficulty level and
randomness. Curiosity is defined as the degree to which the instruction can continue to
arouse and satisfy the curiosity of students. Curiosity is also considered by Malone to be
one of the most important features of intrinsic motivation (Shegog, 2010). In maintaining
the curiosity of the individual implementing progressive complexity in the game can be
helpful (Shegog, 2010). Fantasy is a motivational aspect related to the themes or fantasies
that is embodied by the game environment (Shegog, 2010). When fantasy is provided by
the game individuals are given the opportunity to visualize themselves in an imaginary
experience or event (Shegog, 2010). Malone breaks down fantasy further into intrinsic
fantasy, which is intimately related to the skill being used, and extrinsic fantasy where the
fantasy is dependent on the answer (Shegog, 2010). Control is related to the appeal factors
of contingency, choice, and power (Shegog, 2010). It is recommended that control should
vary and reflect the individual’s abilities. Contingency is the game response to player
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actions (Shegog, 2010). Choice is provided by the game when players are given options for
game setting, and functions from menus (Shegog, 2010). Last, power is related to the
motivation provided by the game when individuals gain a sense of importance with their
decisions and actions made in game (Shegog, 2010).

The Importance of Attitudes Towards Games for Learning
As the adoption of games for instructional purposes increase, the need to have a
better understanding of student attitudes towards such games becomes of greater
importance (Askar et al, 1992; Moore, 1985; Johnston, 1987; Teo and Noyes, 2008). The
potential success or failure of serious games for learning will partially depend upon the
positive or negative attitudes of students towards such approaches (Askar et al., 1992;
Baranowski et al., 2015; Iten and Petko, 2016). Since attitudes towards games for learning
rest upon the assumption that computers and video games offer a more stimulating and
appealing way to learn, it is important to understand the impact of attitudes towards
computer games for learning and also understand the factors that help increase positive
attitudes towards games for learning. However, the research on attitudes towards computer
games for learning is mixed.

Attitudes Towards Computer Games Defined
According to the social psychologist, G.W. Allport (1935), attitude is defined as the
state of mental readiness. Attitude is considered to be the psychological tendency expressed
when “evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor” or in another
word the positive or negative disposition of the individual towards an object (Eagly and
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Chaiken, 1993). Attitude as defined by theorists Fishbein and Azjen (1975) is a “learned
predisposition to respond in a consistently favorable or unfavorable manner with respect to
a given object.”
The definitions and parameters for attitudes towards computer games varies.
According to the cross-national work conducted by Hainey et al. (2013), the researchers
confined attitudes towards computer games based on the participant’s agreement or
disagreement on 10 items. Items assessed if the respondents considered playing serious
games to be the following: “sociable, a waste of time, useful for developing skills, time
consuming, interesting, worthwhile, enjoyable, lonely, valuable, and exciting”. In contrast,
Teo and Noyes (2008) define attitudes as the individual’s disposition and further dissected
attitudes into following three main categories: perceived ease of use, affectation, and
perceived usefulness. In comparison, Askar et al. (1992) through the development of the
CAL scale defined attitude to learning on only the dimensions of student enjoyment and
interest.

Existing Attitudes Towards Computer Games Measures
The use of computers for learning led to the development of measures to understand
the relationship between learner attitudes towards computers and learning outcomes
(Selwyn, 1997). One example of the earliest computer attitudes for learning scale was
developed in 1997 by Selwyn and was modeled upon the Technology Acceptance Model
and Ajzen’s definition of attitudes through the theory of planned behavior. Selwyn’s scale
included the subscales of attitudes affect towards computers for learning, perceived
usefulness of computers, perceived control of computers, and behavioral attitudes towards
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computers. Though the computer attitudes scale was found to have good internal
consistency and reliability, the scale is limited since it targeted 16-19-year-olds and it
broadly focused on computers rather than computer games for learning.
As computer games development flourished, measurement for attitudes towards
computer games continued to advance. One such measurement is the computer attitudes
scale developed by Chappell and Taylor through their Computer Game Attitude Scale. The
scale included 30 items and was tested upon 186 middle school students derived from one
urban and one suburban school district in the Pacific Northwest (1997). Though the CGAS
was shown to be valid and reliable, such a computer game attitudes scale is still not
universally adopted by serious game designers and is limited to middle school-aged
students due to the study’s demographic focus. The work of Chappell and Taylor was later
further explored by Liu and Chen (2013) to have an attitude scale usable for Taiwanese
elementary students. Liu and Chen (2013) adapted the Computer Game Attitude Scale and
decreased the number of items to 22. From the 354 elementary students, the adapted scale
was found to be reliable (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.819) and valid (all correlation coefficients
reached a significance level of 0.01).
Attitudes to video games for learning has also ventured into cross-national work
with the underlying research question of understanding student perceptions of computer
games and if computer games could be used for educational purposes in higher education.
Specifically, the research looked at higher education student groups’ perceptions and
thoughts on video game usage in education through a large-scale gaming survey between
two countries, Hainey et al. (2013) found that attitudes towards video games for learning
were generally positive and there was no significant difference in attitudes toward video
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games for learning between students who regularly play games or do not regularly play
games. The findings also indicated that a majority of students from both countries believed
that video games could be used in higher education settings. The cross-national survey also
found higher education students from both countries had positive attitudes towards
computer games for learning and that males generally display more positive attitudes to
games compared to females. The findings from the cross-national study show there are
group differences in attitudes towards video games used in education (e.g., gender) and that
these differences should be taken into consideration by serious game designers and
intervention developers.
Successful implementation of serious games for instruction in the educational
setting requires user acceptance. Teo and Noyes (2008) evaluated the influence of users’
acceptance of computers through the development and validation of the Computer Attitudes
Measure for Young Students (CAMYS). The CAMYS was a 12-item scale that was piloted
among 256 students. The CAMYS showed good internal consistency with an overall alpha
coefficient at 0.85 (perceived ease of use, effect towards computers (positive or negative),
and perceived usefulness); criterion validity for CAMYS showed significant correlation
with computer attitudes and computer use and experience (p < 0.01). However, its
utilization is limited. Potential limitations of the CAMYS is the targeted respondent age
range limiting application to adolescents (10-12 years) and negatively worded items that
can be confusing to young respondents.

Need for Valid Attitudes Towards Computer Games for Learning Measures
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A benefit of the CAMYS is the information provided prior to implementing a
computer-based education program. Teo and Noye argued that by knowing the computer
attitude score of participants then educators would know if extra attention should be
diverted to support students with negative attitudes towards computers to facilitate their
learning experience and enabling positive achievement. Likewise, the incorporation of
serious games as an intervention would benefit from a pre-intervention evaluation of
participants’ attitudes towards computer games to enable such supplementary attention. In
order to implement such a potentially beneficial pre-intervention valuation, it is imperative
to have available a reliable and valid scale to measure attitudes towards video games for
learning.
Other research has also investigated attitudes towards the internet (Tsai and Tsai,
2001). The work of Tsai and Tsai stemmed from the need for scales to assess attitudes
towards the internet given the increase adoption of the internet into education and learning
initiatives. The Internet Attitudes Scale was found to be valid and reliable. The findings on
student attitudes towards the internet paralleled previous work investigating student
attitudes towards computers. Male students showed more positive internet attitudes than
their female counterparts. Similarly, students with more internet experience showed more
positive attitudes towards the internet, which parallels computer attitude research showing
that students with more computer experience exhibit more positive attitudes towards
computers. Future research may be needed to adapt to changing technology in education
and learning as this evolves.
The Attitudes Towards Computer Games for Learning Scale is incorporated in the
Secret of the Seven Stones (described below) and it was adapted from the work by Askar et
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al. (1992) evaluating the students’ attitudes to games for learning. Focusing on 137 fifthgrade students at a private elementary school, the study participants were subjected to a
month-long computer-assisted learning science education and then the participants were
assessed on the Attitudes towards Computer-Assisted Learning scale. The Attitude Towards
Computer-Assisted Learning (CAL) scale developed by Askar et al. consisted of ten items
and is scored on a three-point response scale: Yes (3), Sometimes (2) and No (1). The
Cronbach alpha for reliability was 0.81, which indicates the scale has good reliability. The
initial work conducted by Askar et al. (1992) also showed that the students had positive
attitudes towards learning through computers and the participants displayed greater
preference to learning, especially when colorful graphics and animation were utilized. The
same study showed there was no significant difference in attitudes between boys and girls
when sex was evaluated as the independent variable. Even though there was no significant
difference in attitudes towards video games for learning between boys and girls, the
findings indicate that interventions that corporate video and computer game elements (i.e.,
graphics and animations) will be better received by students.
The adapted Attitudes Towards Computer Games for Learning scale represents a
contribution to the measurement of attitudes towards serious games. The current study
assesses the validity and reliability of this instrument and assesses attitudes as a moderator,
mediator, and outcome of SSS play. There is a gap in the literature concerning middle
school-age youth attitudes towards games for learning and its potential impact with
participation serious game intervention focusing on adolescent sexual health. The findings
from this dissertation helps provide a greater understanding of the impact of middle schoolaged youths’ attitudes towards games for learning which in turn will further both the
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development and tailoring of existing adolescent sexual health serious game-based
interventions. The findings also potentially assist in tailoring of other existing serious
game-based interventions targeting other prevalent adolescent health issues (e.g., physical
activity, suicide prevention, alcohol and drug use, etc.).

Tailoring Game Design to Video Game Player Archetypes: A Mediating Factor in the
Success of Serious Games for Sexual Health Skills Training.
Knowledge of both player engagement with gameplay and player retainment in
gameplay is critical to the design of games (Vahlo et al., 2017). Game designer experts
posit that the key components of what keeps players engaged in gameplay are player
gaming preferences, which is also known as their gaming archetype (Vahlo et al., 2017;
Bartle, 1996). Gaming researchers have also found that players tend to have an affinity for
games catered to their playing preferences or gaming archetype (Vahlo et al., 2017; Bartle,
1996). “Archetype” is defined as the typical example of a certain person or thing (MerriamWebster, 2018). In contrast, gaming archetype is the categorization of a gamer based on his
or her typical combination of a player’s gaming motivation, in-game behavior, and play
style. Gaming archetype is a concept developed from the groundbreaking work by Bartle on
gaming observation (Bartle, 1996; Dixon, 2011). In his 1996 gaming world documentation,
which pioneered research with player typology in gaming, Bartle observed that video game
users do not play games for all the same reasons and that players do not engage in games in
the same way. Grounded in the player’s motivation to play games, in-game behaviors and
overall play style, Bartle formally categorized video game users based on the
aforementioned criteria into four broad game player types or player archetype: socializers,
achievers, explorers, and killers. “Socializers” are players that gain the most enjoyment out
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of interacting with other players. They view the game as a tool to meet others. “Achievers”
prefer to attain goals and progress through levels. The “explorers” are player types that
prefer to discover new areas in the game. “Killers” are player types that enjoy imposing
their will upon other players and oftentimes purposely cause distress to fellow players
(Dixon, 2011). These gaming archetypes that Bartle pioneered and classified would later be
embraced by game designers, and subsequent player typologies would build upon Bartle’s
work (Dixon, 2011).
Other fields utilizing serious games for research and development implement
different parameters and definitions for player archetypes. For example, in the medical
training domain player attributes, such as player personality, have been used to define
player archetypes. Specifically, in one surgical training pilot study researchers evaluated the
participant’s Myers-Briggs Type and their achievement in a surgical navigation game
(Meneske et al., 2015). However, the study’s findings did not show that any significant
correlation existed between players’ personality types based on the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator and performance on several simulated surgical procedures using different surgical
navigation devices in a game-based surgical simulation environment (Meneske et al., 2015).
The lack of a significant correlation between personality type and participant achievement
in the simulation may be due to the limited number of study participants (n = 29).
In the field of psychology and education, the definition of player archetypes differs
from other disciplines that utilize serious games (Magerko et al., 2010). For example,
player types have been categorized by the player’s achievement goals to help predict
learning success and responses to failures (Magerko et al., 2010). The achievement goals
were motivational constructs based on mastery and performance gaming achievement
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goals. The evaluated player types were broken down into the following: super achievers,
mastery-only, performance-only, and non-achievers (Heeter et al., 2011). Player types
based on achievement goals indicate that players with strong mastery goals have the lowest
interest in exploration. Heeter et al. (2011) showed that differences in players can
potentially impact the user experience during participation in an intervention. Their findings
show a positive correlation between player types with strong mastery goals and
performance gaming achievement motivations within the game. Specifically, “superachievers” demonstrated higher mastery and performance gaming achievement motivations
in comparison to their player type counterparts (performance-only, non-achiever, and
mastery-only) (Heeter et al., 2011). These findings suggest that serious game interventions
would benefit from tailoring on player achievement goals and or performance seeking goals
that provide demonstration of ability and avoidance of failure.
In addition to achievement goals, it is also important to know a player’s gender and
gaming experience. Heeter el al. (20111) found that broadly designed interventions will
have difficulty in appealing to mix-gender and mixed gaming-experience audiences.
Females tend to have a higher preference to play games alone and they are less likely than
males to be motivated by achievement or exploration. Based on the findings, single-game
designs that do not target different audiences will have difficulty in appealing to nonhomogenous intervention participants and, therefore, will have more varied success in
achieving their targeted outcome through the intervention. Player types and associated
achievement goals may impact participant intervention experiences within serious games.
The gaming industry provides another frame of reference on the benefits of
addressing the benefits of player types in serious game design. Leaders in the serious game
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industry recognize that borrowing solely from the gaming industry could potentially
negatively impact user experience due to the gaming industry’s niche focus on targeting
male adolescent gamers (Yee et al., 2006). Therefore, it is argued that the serious gaming
industry should not model their game designs solely on the mainstream gaming industry,
rather they should adapt and accommodate diverse play styles that do not focus on extreme
male or female playing preferences. The end result of adapting and accommodating diverse
play styles may create a more powerful player experience that is not dependent on
appealing to masculine or feminine styles of play (Kafai et al., 2008).
The BrainHex player archetype scale is another one of the few existing player
archetype measures (Nacke et al., 2011). In an effort to better understand personality types
and neurobiological factors in videogame play, Nacke et al. (2011) developed the Brain
Hex player archetype. The archetypes developed in the BrainHex Survey were constructed
from literature in neurobiological research, previous topology approaches, as well as
patterns of play (Nacke et al., 2011). Previous research into player typologies was
considered inadequate due to the narrow focus of player types (Nacke et al., 2011).
However, McCrae and Costa (1989) argue that instruments based on typology may not be
the most viable options to understanding player preferences due to the methodological
limitations supporting type theory such as Myers-Briggs typology.
Despite the differing opinions regarding typology being used as an approach in
measuring psychological factors, such as playing preferences, Nacke et al. (2011) argue that
typology should not be specified as rigid categories but rather as trait play types based on
trait theories of play. As a result, Nacke et al. (2011) developed the BrainHex scale which
was informed by the Demographic Game Design Model also known as DGD1 adapting
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play styles based on Myers-Briggs typology and playing preferences. The development of
BrainHex scale contributed towards research on traits in play styles rooted in type theories
rather than relying solely on limited personality models such as Myers-Briggs to inform
player typology.
According to the BrainHex model, players are categorized into one of seven
player archetypes based on emotions of play and an associated underlying
neurobiological mechanism (Nacke et al., 2011). The seven player archetypes rooted in the
BrainHex Model are the following: seeker, survivor, daredevil, mastermind, conqueror,
socializer, and achiever (Table 1). Each player archetype is not a psychometric type, but
rather, each archetype typifies a particular player experience based on emotions of play
style. Each archetype is associated with a specific underlying neurobiological mechanism
for motivation to play. For example, the “seeker” archetype is motivated by an interest
mechanism, and it is related to the brain portion that is used for processing sensory
information and memory association. The “seeker” archetype has endorphins released and
triggers the pleasure center when encountering rich interpretable patterns. The “seeker”
archetype is generally curious about the game world and they have enjoyable moments of
wonder. In contrast, the “survivor” player archetype enjoys terror as a positive experience,
especially the intensity of the associated experience. The “survivor” player archetype’s
main associated neurotransmitter is epinephrine, which is related to excitement and
encountering frightening situations. In terms of the “daredevil” player archetype, the
associated play style is related to playing on the edge and experiencing excitement when
taking risks such as through playing at high speeds. The “daredevil” according to the
BrainHex model does not have an associated neurobiological mechanism but epinephrine is
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the associated neurotransmitter. Next, the “mastermind” player archetype has a playing
preference of being in situations requiring strategy and or encountering a difficult problem
that requires an efficient solution. Dopamine is the associated neurotransmitter for the
“mastermind” and the associated neurobiological mechanism of the “mastermind” is related
to engagement of both their decision center of the brain and their pleasure center. In terms
of the “conqueror” player archetype they desire to experience difficulty when facing
adversity and channel their anger in order to achieve victory in their situation and it is also
believed that testosterone is the main neurochemical that is associated with this player
archetype though no neurobiological mechanism is specified. Next, the “socializer”
archetype derives his or her source of playing enjoyment through helping and talking to
other players. For the “socializer,” the main principal neural source is oxytocin, but a
neurobiological mechanism is not specified by the BrainHex model. Last, the “achiever”
player archetype is goal-oriented and motivated by long-term achievements. The neural
source for experiencing satisfaction when attaining goals is through dopamine but the
BrainHex model does not specify the associated neurobiological mechanism. In most cases,
the “achiever” player archetype has a compulsive fixation on reaching goals in comparison
to other archetypes.

Table 1: Archetype Definitions and Associated Neurobiological Mechanism
Archetype

Seeker

Definition

Seeker type players are
generally curious
about the game world

Associated
Neurotransmitter

Endorphins
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Associated
Neurobiological
Mechanism of Play
Motivation
Seekers are motivated by
the triggering of the
pleasure center which

and have enjoyable
moments of wonder.
Survivor

Daredevil

Mastermind

Conqueror

Socializer

Achiever

Survivors enjoy terror
as a positive
experience especially
the intensity of the
associated experience.

These player
archetypes enjoy
playing on the edge
and experiencing
excitement when
taking risks (e.g.,
playing at high
speeds).
The playing preference
of masterminds is
being in situations that
require strategy and or
encountering a
difficult problem that
requires an efficient
solution.
These player
archetypes have the
desire to experience
difficulty when facing
adversity and they
channel their anger to
achieve victory.
Socializers derive their
playing enjoyment
through helping and
talking to other players
they trust.
Achievers tend to have
greater compulsive
fixation on reaching
goals in comparison
with other archetypes.

Epinephrine

Epinephrine

Dopamine

Epinephrine,
norepinephrine, and
testosterone are the
associated
neurotransmitters of
the conqueror
player archetype.

Oxytocin

Dopamine
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relates to the sensory
cortices of the brain
(hippocampus).
Activation of the fear
center of the brain
(amygdala) is the
associated motivating
neurobiological
mechanism for the
Survivor.
The release of epinephrine
resulting from the thrillseeking tendencies of the
Daredevil is the reward
enhancement that
motivates play for the
Daredevil. (No associated
region of the brain is
specified)
When making good
decisions, masterminds
experience a rewarding
feeling. The decision
center of the brain (orbitofrontal cortex) as well as
the pleasure center are
both engaged.

(No associated region of
the brain is specified)

-

Achievers are motivated
by activation of both the
pleasure (Nucleus
Accumbens) and the
decision center of the
brain.

The first section of the original BrainHex survey was developed based on the
adaptation of emotions related to gaming. Respondents answered questions rating their
emotions based on enjoyment when playing video games. The following are specific
response options scored in the manner of a 5-point Likert scale related to emotions items:
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, and I seek out games that give me this feeling (5)
Yes, and it enhances my enjoyment of a game (4)
Yes, I sometimes feel this way, but it doesn’t matter to me (3)
Yes, I sometimes feel this way, and I don’t like it (2)
No, I never feel this way when playing games. (1)

The final section of the survey was based on game skills and also incorporated questions
that inquired about basic game literacy with the following item response options scored on
a 5-point Likert scale:
•
•
•
•
•

I find this easy, and I’m very good at it (5)
I’m reasonably good at this (4)
I’m okay at doing this (3)
I have some difficulty with this sort of thing (2)
I cannot do this kind of thing at all (1)
The latest iteration of the BrainHex player archetype model is based on a survey

conducted by Nacke et al. (2013). The first section collected demographic information, the
next section of the survey included playing frequency, self-assessment as hardcore or casual
gamer, working in or outside the game industry, single and multiplayer gaming preferences,
attitudes towards digital game stories, 3 favorite games, and attitudes towards pets. The last
item on the first section of the survey included a self-assessment of the participant’s MyerBriggs type. The third section of the survey has 21 items with 3 statements that relate to
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each of the 7 player archetypes. The participant is asked to rate each statement based on the
following item response:
•
•
•

I love it! (2)
I hate it! (-2)
It’s okay (0)

The last 7 items of the last section included strong identifying statements based on each of
the player archetypes and each of those items was rated once in order of preference from 1
(worst) to 7 (best). Scoring of player archetypes is based on the max score of items
pertaining to specific player archetype with max score for a player archetype is 13 points (6
points for statements related specific archetype and 7 points for ranking of the strong
identifying statement).
Further cementing the need for more research into player archetypes for serious
games, Nacke et al. (2011) argued that a diverse range of personalities play games, and this
knowledge is crucial to serious gaming development and posited that there is a need to better
understand the varied player gaming preferences. Understanding varied player gaming
preferences may be advantageous in personalizing the individuals’ experience and, therefore,
caters to a wider and more diverse demographic groups. Personalization of individual
players’ experience on a broader scale could translate into increased global sales with greater
reach to impact behavioral health change, a domestic increase in adoption of serious gamebased interventions for adolescent sexual health, and distally a reduction in STI and
pregnancy rates among youth in the United States.
Despite the potential opportunities the BrainHex model affords for customization and
tailoring serious game-based intervention, Nacke et al. (2011) conceded that their initial work
assessing the BrainHex model was limited due to self-assessment of participant Meyer34

Briggs Typology Indicator (MBTI) if it was known. The self-assessment possibly
introduced bias into their study since the results indicated an overabundance of certain
MBTIs which is in contradiction to general population trends with MBTI. Nacke et al.
(2011) also argue that the findings from the initial assessment of the BrainHex model
suggest that a psychometrically validated player typology would provide foundational work
for the development of a future trait theory of play.
Although Nacke et al. emphasizes the need for validated player typology, however,
BrainHex is vaguely promoted as a model and that the model should be explicitly presented
as a typology and treated as such. The BrainHex player archetypes model is more akin to a
typology measure due to the way it categorizes players. In the discipline of epidemiology,
typologies have been identified as a construct interchangeable with a matrix or hierarchies
(Petticrew, 2003). While typology, according to Croft (2003), is synonymous with
“taxonomy” or “classification” which is a classification of a phenomenon under study into
types. Based on the definitions of typology the BrainHex player archetypes model should
be considered a typology due to its categorization of individuals into distinct player
archetypes.
Regardless of the mis-categorization of a potentially useful serious game player
archetype tool, Nacke et al. (2011) conclude with a salient notion that player archetype
research needs to move beyond the limited and oversimplified player categories of
“hardcore” and “casual” in order to further develop theoretical grounding for player
archetype topology. Therefore, exploring latent subgroups and relevant characteristics of
adolescent gamers using a serious game player archetype typology such as one based on the
BrainHex model would benefit researchers in improved understanding of game play and
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player typology in serious games. Findings from the exploration of a serious game player
archetype typology could potentially improve future public health interventions utilizing
serious games that target adolescents.

Measurement - Indices Versus Scales:
Scales and indexes are measurement tools used by researchers to measure certain
concepts. However, the terms scale and index are oftentimes interchangeably used in
literature, but each term has distinguishing features. For example, an index is defined as a
type of composite measure or a set of items (questions) that summarizes and rank-orders
several specific observations representing a general dimension (Babbie, 2008). An index is
also considered to be comprised of items that are cause indicators- items that determine the
level of the construct (DeVellis, 2017). In contrast, a scale is a type of composite score that
is a set of several items that are “effect indicators” or in other words they possess an
underlying construct or logical structure (DeVellis, 2017; Babbie, 2008). Despite the
differences, indexes and scales do have shared characteristics. Also, both indexes and scales
are composite measures of variables, meaning they both include more than one data item
(Babbie, 2008).
Measurement is crucial to the research process in the social and behavioral field, yet
it can cause potential challenges to researchers when identifying the best method to
quantify a targeted phenomenon. The challenge measurement poses to researchers is in
choosing whether to use existing measurements if they are available but are possibly not the
most suitable or develop their own measurement instrument (DeVellis, 2017). Researchers
that adopt “off the shelf” measurements that are commonly utilized could potentially yield
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inaccurate data. The option of developing measurement instrument is a process that
DeVellis (2017) posits is commonly and problematically devoid of theory. However, if
investigators do manage to settle on a theory to develop the measurement, they may still
erroneously misinterpret what the scale measures yielding bad data (DeVellis, 2017). As a
result of the potential pitfalls in developing a measurement, DeVellis recommends
researchers to follow several key principles in the development of measurement scales.

Recommendations for Measurement Development
DeVellis’ recommendations for scale development include the following:
determine clearly what it is you want to measure, generate an item pool, determine the
format for measurement, have initial item pool reviewed by experts, consider inclusion of
validation items, administer items to a development scale, evaluate items, and optimize
scale length. To determine clearly what it is you want to measure the researcher should
decide whether or not to base the scale on theory and if the construct they intend to measure
is distinct from other constructs (DeVellis, 2017). After the researcher has clearly identified
the specific purpose of the proposed scale, the researcher then must generate an item pool
and the items generated should directly reflect the construct of interest and in essence relate
to the scale’s purpose. It is recommended to include a large pool of items to help in insuring
against poor internal consistency. Having redundancy of items is advised contrary to
common belief due to the strengthening impact items capturing the phenomenon of interest
by different ways.
Next, in developing a scale it is recommended to determine the format for
measurement especially early on when generating items. The format for measurement could
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include the following response options and item formatting: Likert, visual analog, binary
options, Guttman Scaling, etc. The guiding principle for choosing the item format is to
ensure the nature of the latent variable of interest is reflected in the format of choice. After
determining the item format, the initial item pool should be reviewed by experts. Having a
group of individuals that are experts and or highly knowledgeable in the content area to
review the items will assist in maximizing the content validity of the developed scale
(DeVellis, 2017).
In the next step in the development of a scale, DeVellis (2017) recommends the
inclusion of validation items and specifically at least two types of items to help with
validity of the finale scale – (1) social desirability items to help with detecting participant
biased and (2) items that measure constructs that relate to the primary construct. After
including validation items, DeVellis (2017) suggests administering items to a development
sample and the size should not be too small so as to prevent the sample misrepresenting the
intended population.
The evaluation of items is the next important step in scale development is
considered to be the “heart” of scale development by DeVellis (2017) – dimensionality
(factor analysis to determine latent variables underlying items) and reliability (inter-item
correlation) are important to evaluating the performance of scale items. Last, it is
recommended to optimize scale length to lessen the burden on respondents by means of
removing items that contribute the least to the overall internal consistency; however,
reliability should not be sacrificed for the sake of brevity (DeVellis, 2017).

Psychometric Testing
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Crucial to the adoption of scales and measurement instruments is the testing of their
psychometric properties, specifically validity and reliability. Reliability regarding
measurement is the consistency of measurement over time and or stability of measurement
over a variety of conditions (Drost, 2011). On the other hand, the validity of a measurement
tool is concerned with the degree of probability to which the tool measures what it claims to
measure (Bryant, 2000).

Types of Validity

Content Validity: Content validity is the extent of how well a set of items is representative
of an area of content or ability (Lenon, 1956). Content validity is also considered an
essential step in the development of scales due to its inherit value as a beginning
mechanism in connecting abstract concepts with measurable and observable indicators
(Wynd et al., 2003). If a test or measure does not have good content validity, then the
measurement should not be used since the tool does not accurately measure the elements or
pieces of the targeted construct. Items should be heavily scrutinized by a panel of experts
with backgrounds in research and clinical settings affiliated with the field in which the
instrument is of relevance. A minimum of five experts is recommended for the review
process, and optimally ten experts should be included (Yaghmaie, 2003). The literature also
cites that content validity is most commonly established through a qualitative expert review
process and less frequently implemented by a quantitative expert review approach (Wynd et
al., 2003). The qualitative approach, as recommended in the literature, consists of having
the panel provide feedback on two judgment criteria (Yaghmaie, 2003). The first judgment
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is the measurable extent of each item for defining the traits, and the second judgment is
assessing if the set of items represents all aspects of the traits (Yaghmaie, 2003). The main
limitation of content validity identified in the literature the subjective nature of experts’
feedback which potentially creates bias among the panel of reviewers (Rubio, 2003).

Construct Validity: Construct validity is concerned the with the relationship between the
variable on a test and a theoretical construct but more specifically whether a measurement
or scale adequately relates to underlying theoretical concepts, unlike content validity which
is concerned with representing all facets of a given construct (Cherryholmes, 1988).
According to the seminal work of Cronbach and Meehl (1955), conducting construct
validity should involve the following: defining the theoretical concepts and their
interrelations, formulating methods to measure the hypothetical constructs as presented by
the theory, and empirically testing the hypothesized relations.

Predictive Validity: Predictive validity is one of two approaches of criterion validity. It is
the ability of a score on a test or scale to predict the performance of the individual on a
criterion measure (i.e., outcome measure) on a later date (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955).
Predictive validity is important because it is considered to be a key feature of good
measures (Kimberlin and Winterste, 2008). Typically, predictive validity is measured by
examining the extent of the correlations between scale scores and a criterion measure
(Cohen and Swerdlik, 2005).
Depending on the relationship of the predictor variable and the variable to be
predicted, Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) can be used to examine the linearity
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between variables and then linear regression could be calculated to evaluate predictive
validity of the measure with a criterion variable (Kuo, S. L., & Nitz, J. C., 2011). It is
important when calculating PCC for predictive validity that violations of the following
assumptions be evaluated: level of measurement (variables should be continuous, if one or
both variables are ordinal in measurement than a Spearman correlation should be
conducted), related pairs, absence of outliers, normality of variables, linearity, and
homoscedasticity (scatterplot will assist, the shape should be tube-like in shape but if conelike in shape then homoscedasticity is not met) (Bishara and Hittner, 2012). If there are
major violations of assumptions, then conducting alternative methodology needs to be
implemented such as the transformation of data and or non-parametric test such as
Spearman correlation could be conducted (Bishara and Hittner, 2012).

Concurrent Validity: Concurrent validity is another approach of criterion validity.
Concurrent validity is conducted when one test is proposed as a substitute for another test
or when a proposed test’s validity is assessed by showing correlations with a wellestablished test (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955). If the results of the proposed test correlate
well with results from a similar existing measure, then the test is valid in measuring what it
claims and usable for testing.

Types of Reliability

Internal Consistency: Internal consistency is involved with the general agreement between
items in a scale or other words, the homogeneity of items in a scale measuring the same
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construct (Dunn, 2014; Cortina, 1993). Internal consistency is accessed through the
calculation of Cronbach’s alpha. The Cronbach’s alpha value will be interpreted as
follows: > .9 (excellent), > 0.8 (Good), > 0.7 (Acceptable), > 0.6 (Questionable), > 0.5
(Poor), and < 0.5 (Unacceptable), the closer the coefficient is to 1.0 the greater is the
internal consistency of the items in the scale (George and Mallery, 2003).

Test-retest reliability: Test-retest reliability is crucial to the development of psychometric
tools in reducing measurement error and is primarily concerned with helping to ensure that
measurement variation is a result of replicable differences between individuals regardless of
the target behavior, user profile, and time (Aldridge et al., 2017). Essentially, conducting
test-retest reliability testing requires administering the same test to the same sample on two
separate occasions. According to the literature, the most common way of calculating testretest reliability is through Pearson’s correlation (Berchtold, 2016).

Exploratory Factor Analysis: Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is a statistical approach
typically used to test new a scale. In comparison, Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
is an approach to test how well a proposed structure or model fits the data (Santor et al.,
2011). In contrast, EFA is an approach to help detect a central structure that explains the
relationship between items parsimoniously. EFA explores the data by providing
information about the number of factors required to represent the data.
The following are assumptions that must be addressed when conducting EFA:
outliers, linearity, normality, sample size, and factorability (Manly, 2005). First, a
scatterplot should be checked for any major outliers and to assess the linearity of the data.
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The variables must be moderately correlated to each other, or else conducting a FA would
be futile, which can be conducted by calculating Bartlett’s test of sphericity. Next, a KaiserMeyer-Olkin (KMO) test should also be calculated along with Bartlett’s test of sphericity
beforehand to evaluate if the sample is adequate for factor analysis. A KMO value between
0.8 to 1 indicates the sampling is adequate (Kaiser and Cerny, 1977). In contrast, a KMO
value of less than 0.6 is considered not adequate (Kaiser and Cerny, 1977).
The KMO value is helpful in identifying if there are sufficient items for each factor
and assist in evaluating if the sample has some degree of collinearity among the variables or
also known as factorability. Assumptions regarding sample size may be violated due to the
literature indicating that the average sample size for measure development is between 100
to 200 (Manly, 2005). Last, the assumption of a homogenous sample can be evaluated via
inspection of the demographic details of the sample, which should already be addressed
from study recruitment and randomized group assignment conducted in the parent study.
However, if several assumptions of EFA are violated, then alternative plans to conduct
analysis must take place. A possible alternative methodology for EFA could include
transforming the data (e.g., log transformation) or performing a non-parametric factor
analysis (e.g., beta process factor analysis) (Paisley and Carin, 2009).

Latent Class Analysis: Latent class analysis (LCA) is an effective statistical approach in
identifying unobserved groups or subgroups of individuals (Lanza and Rhoades, 2013). For
example, LCA could potentially be used to evaluate unmeasured subgroups of the
population based on gaming preference archetypes indicators. LCA empirically detects
subgroups of individuals likely to provide parallel responses to the variables in the latent
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class model (Lanza and Rhoades, 2013). Conducting a LCA is also considered the
qualitative version of factor analysis, and it is helpful in determining the most parsimonious
number of classes that adequately explain the differences in observed responses from the
data (Duarte-Guerra et al., 2018). By the same token, LCA is helpful in summarizing the
data in a substantively meaningful way that is sensibly aligned with the theoretical nature
supporting the measure under evaluation (Geiser et al., 2013).
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimation using a large starting value of “2000 500
and 20 iterations” to conduct an LCA is recommended by Geiser et al. (2013). Then as
recommended by McCutcheon (1987) and Muthén and Muthén (2000), a stepwise approach
increasing the number of classes when performing an LCA is then compared with the
model fit indices results with the increased class structure. Multiple LCAs may need to be
performed from the lowest class structure to upwards through the highest possible class
structure. The comparison of latent class structures should be based on the following model
fit indices statistics (Loglikelihood value, number of free parameters, Aikaike [AIC],
Bayesian [BIC], entropy, Lo-Mendell-Rubin adjusted likelihood ratio test, the bootstrapped
likelihood ratio test), classification quality, manifest classification, class counts, and class
proportions. The final selected latent class structure should be the most parsimonious and
thereby explains the observed results (Macia and Wickham, 2018; Geiser et al., 2013;
Bowers and Sprott, 2012). Subsequently, the structure should be interpreted and labeled
based on the probabilities plot in tandem with the relevance of item groupings.

Sample Size Considerations and Calculation
The literature on sample size determination concerning scale development and factor
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analysis specifies that the larger the number of items is to be factored and the larger the
number of factors is anticipated, then a large number of participants should be included
(DeVellis, 2017). The general rule is that the factor pattern developed by a large-scale
factor analysis is probably more stable than one that is based on a small sample
size (DeVellis, 2017). According to Tinsley and Tinsley (1987), a ratio of 5 to 10 subjects
per item up to 300 subjects is recommended. In another sample size guideline for factor
analysis, Comrey (1988) classified a sample size of 100 as poor, 200 is fair, 300 is good,
500 is very good, and 1,000 subjects is excellent. In addition, the calculation for the ideal
sample size of a study should be based on the following assumptions: alpha = 0.05, desired
power of 80% (beta = 0.20), and two-tailed test (Martinez-Mesa et al., 2014).
There is a difference in the ideal sample size versus the actual sample size being
utilized in the proposed manuscripts. It is acknowledged that the proposed manuscripts do
not conform to the ideal sample size as indicated by the guidelines for sample size based on
measurement evaluation. However, none of the presented guideline values are considered to
be a rigid gold standard for measurement exploration, and the variability of suggested
sample size values indicate flexibility when conducting research on measurements.
Published studies sometime do not provide proper sample size determination a priori
especially for psychometric validation studies (Anthoine et al., 2014). For example,
Anthoine et al. (2014) reviewed 114 published studies that validated a scale and few articles
provided sample size justification a priori (5%), the method was not explicitly stated
(9.6%), and other studies reported arbitrary minimum sample size (2%). Though sample
size determination is not always established a priori, however, due to the nature of the
study, sample sizes are sometimes less than ideal. In reconciling small sample sizes,
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researchers have some recourse when suffering from a modest sample size. For example, in
a study evaluating reliability and the predictive validity of a newly developed Fear of
Falling Scale, the authors recognized limitations posed by their small sample size of 69
participants. The researchers adjusted the tested significance value p from 0.05 to a more
stringent value of 0.15 in an effort to account for the small sample size for predictive
validity.

Parent Study: IYG Family
The parent study, upon which this dissertation is based was a randomized control
trial called, ’IYG-Family: Beyond "The Talk" To Effective Pregnancy, STI, and HIV
Prevention’ (Principal Investigators: Ross Shegog, Jeffery McLaughlan, Study NICHD
#1R42HD074324-01), was an NIH/NICHD Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR)
study. The primary purpose of the “It’s Your Game- Family” (IYG-F) project was to
develop and evaluate a home-based intervention (a serious game called “Secrets of the
Seven Stones”) that provides age-appropriate sexual health life skills training and education
for adolescents aged 11-14 years old and to increase parent-youth communication. The
intervention also provided training to bolster parents’ skills and self-confidence. The
training to adolescents and parents was delivered through an online game-based program to
help stimulate parents and their children to engage continually on the subject of pregnancy,
STIs, and HIV prevention that extends beyond the conventional “sex talk.”
The study included 2 phases and 10 specific aims: (1) Needs assessment activities
from various groups (e.g., focus groups, parent-youth advisory group) to inform program
design; (2) Design, develop and alpha test of theoretically and empirically based prototype
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program; (3) Laboratory-based usability testing with 12 family dyads which will result in
design modifications based on findings; (4) Testing of program prototype in 12 homes for
feasibility, usability, and perceived value testing; (5) Dissemination of Phase 1 findings; (6)
Revision of design documents based on Phase 1 findings; (7) Development of full
theoretically and empirically based version of IYG-F program; (8) In-house alpha testing
and laboratory-based usability testing with 12 family dyads with modifications based on
testing; (9) Conduct randomized controlled trial of IYG-F in 80 homes to test primary
hypotheses; (10) Disseminate Phase 2 findings.
The IYG-Family study implemented a mixed-method approach to develop design
documents. Specifically, the guiding framework for the development of the intervention
was the six-step Intervention Mapping to provide a stepped framework for the development
process (Shegog, unpublished). In following IM, the first step was a qualitative needs
assessment conducted with focus groups to identify outcomes, barriers to health behavior
change, and player preferences. The intervention design documents for the internet-based
game was created after from the focus groups and evaluating current empirical findings
from the literature on serious gaming for intergenerational sexual health education. A
usability testing was then conducted with 12 recruited dyads (parent-child pairing). Based
on the extrapolated data, the IYG-F was modified, and then efficacy testing was then
conducted on 80 recruited dyads from middle schools in the Houston Independent School
District. The recruitment approach of soliciting participation from select schools and not
recruiting from the broader population (i.e., school systems outside of Houston)
differentiated the efficacy testing from effectiveness testing. Specifically, the efficacy of
IYG-F’s impact on youth psychosocial determinants of sexual behavior, parental
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psychosocial determinants regarding youth sexual behavior, and parent-youth
communication, and connectedness was evaluated. Forty dyads were randomly assigned to
receive the IYG-F intervention condition and 40 dyads to the control condition. The
intervention group was exposed to the SSS intervention, and the control received standard
care. Both groups were in controlled settings (i.e., having functioning computers with stable
internet access, not necessarily reflective of real-world conditions). Baseline data were
collected from all dyads. Parent-youth dyads were followed for a 6-month period with
follow-up measurement conducted 3-months and 6-months post-baseline. The
measurements included in the study were the primary outcome measures of “adolescent
intentions” (intentions to engage in sexual activity) and “parent-adolescent communications
about sex.” Secondary outcome measures included in the study were psychosocial variables
(beliefs about sex and abstinence, HIV/STI knowledge, etc.), sexual behaviors, and parentadolescent communication, connectedness, and parental-monitoring Preliminary findings
indicated a significant increase in parent-youth communication and over 70% of the parents
and youths found the Secret of the Seven Stone (SSS) credible and over 80% found SSS
helpful in making healthy choices (Shegog, unpublished). SSS also had favorably high
usability ratings on the dimensions of helpfulness, credibility, and ease. SSS was also found
to positively impact change in youth attitudes towards using computer games for learning
and parent communication outcome expectations (Shegog, unpublished). In a 3-month
follow up study, those that played SSS compared to a comparison group demonstrated an
improvement in their frequency of sexual health communication and youth communication
self-efficacy also increased (Shegog, unpublished). Youth noted they perceived that their
communication with their parent was more open, and they also showed a markedly
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improvement in perceived norms and knowledge regarding adolescent sexual health.
Though the follow-up study findings indicate a notable short-term impact on parent-child
communication, the longer-term impact of SSS on adolescent behavior requires further
evaluation (Shegog, unpublished).

PURPOSE
Rationale of the Manuscripts
Manuscript 1:
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the psychometric properties (reliability and
validity) of a scale adapted from Askar et al.’s Attitudes towards computer-assisted
learning (CAL) scale that assessed attitudes towards computer games for learning among a
sample of adolescent students aged 11-14 in Houston, TX.

Manuscript 2:
The purpose of this study was to explore and identify the latent class structure (LCA) of the
BrainHex measure among a sample of adolescents.

Logic Model of Serious Games for Health
The logic model guiding the dissertation is adopted from Baranowski et al.’s (2011)
model of how video games with component change procedures influence mediators to
change behaviors, which is based upon component ideas from four theories: social
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cognitive, elaboration likelihood, self-determination, and transportation (Figure 1).
Centered on Baranowski et al.’s model (2011), the guiding logic model depicts the
interaction of determinants (i.e., demographics, learning style, gaming archetype, attitudes
towards serious games for learning, game play factors for the success of serious games)
influencing motivation to SSS and motivation to continue playing SSS.
The logic model of this dissertation was also adapted from Shegog et al.’s (2014)
It’s Your Game-Tech framework depicting the interaction between behavioral determinants
and behavioral outcomes in the intervention. Similar to the IYG-Tech framework, the
proposed logic model depicts the proximal relationship of determinants to the targeted
sexual behavior outcomes, parent-targeted behavior outcomes, parent-youth communication
behavior, and quality of life outcomes. The distal determinants include pre-intervention
characteristics of the individual inclusive of the following: age, race, gender, grade level,
academic achievement, gaming archetype, and learning style. In contrast, the proximal
determinants impacting the outcomes are the following: attitudes towards computer games
for learning, usability of SSS, SSS game components, intrinsic motivating factors adopted
from Malone’s Theory of Motivation, and targeted behavioral determinants (i.e., inhibitory
control, knowledge, behavioral capability, self-efficacy, skills, outcome expectations,
perceived barriers, predating behaviors, dating behavior, and intentions to have sex.
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Figure 1: Logic Model for Use of Serious Games

Source: Logic Model Adapted from Baranowski et al., 2011 and Shegog et al., 2014
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Manuscript 1: Psychometric Evaluation of an Attitudes Towards Computer Games for
Learning Scale Among Middle School Aged Youth.

Abstract

Objective: Attitudes towards computer games for learning is an important factor
of computer game–based learning. To date, there is a dearth of validated tools to measure
adolescent attitudes towards computer games for learning. Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to evaluate the psychometric properties of an attitudes towards computer games for learning
(ATCGFL) scale, which was adapted from the Attitude Towards Computer-Assisted Learning
scale, among a sample of adolescents.

Materials and Methods: We conducted a secondary data analysis of data collected on the
ATCGFL scale that was adapted and evaluated among a sample of adolescents (n = 83) in a
parent study called, “IYG-Family: Beyond ‘The Talk’ to Effective Pregnancy, STI, and HIV
Prevention”. Construct validity (exploratory factor analysis), internal consistency (Cronbach’s
alpha), and test-retest reliability (Pearson’s correlation coefficient) testing of the ATCGFL scale
were evaluated.

Results: The ATCGFL scale yielded a 3-factor model solution with 9 items, Cronbach’s alpha of
0.77 (Factor 1, motivation), 0.74 (Factor 2, satisfaction), and 0.64 (Factor 3, cognition); and
respectively moderate coefficients of test-retest reliability (Factor 1 = 0.49, p < 0.001; Factor 2 =
0.56, p < 0.000) and low coefficients of test-retest reliability (Factor 3 = 0.37, p < 0.019).
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Conclusion: Intervention research may consider the ATCGFL scale to assess attitudes,
specifically, the dimensions of attitudes to computer games for learning through motivation,
satisfaction, and cognition, among adolescents prior to their engagement in a serious gamebased intervention. However, we recommend further development of the ATCGFL scale to
address low positive test-retest reliability.

Introduction

The adoption of serious computer or video games in public health intervention research and
development targeting adolescents has steadily increased.1,2,3,4,5 Serious games are designed to
have a “serious” purpose (e.g., to train, teach, and or change behavior) rather than purely to
entertain.1,6,7,8 The potential success of such serious games is partially dependent upon the
attitudes of adolescents towards such computer game–based learning.3,9,10 Attitudes, defined as
one ’s disposition towards an entity, are a critical factor to understand because they rest upon the
assumption that computers and video games offer a more stimulating and appealing way to
learn.11 However, there is a dearth of measurement tools to assess adolescent attitudes towards
computer games for learning.12,13,14 Scales currently used to measure adolescent attitudes towards
computer games for learning are limited because they are based on attitudes towards computers
for learning rather than computer games for learning.13,14,15 Furthermore, a significant number of
adolescent attitudes measures that are available have not been psychometrically evaluated thus
utilization of such measures is limited.3,13,16
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Psychometric property assessment is an important component of instrument development and it
requires comprehensive evaluation of a measure’s reliability and validity.17,18,19 One of the
earliest scales for measuring attitudes towards computer-based learned is the Attitude towards
Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) scale, which was developed by Askar et al.3 The CAL scale
focused on computer-assisted learning via microcomputers, and had a high internal consistency
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.81).3 Despite the high internal consistency of the CAL scale, the
psychometric evaluation approach undertaken provided limited information on measure item
selection and on how the team derived a one factor structure through principal component
analysis since factor analysis is the preferred method for evaluating the underlying theoretical
latent factors.3,20, 21 In addition, the CAL scale was developed specifically for elementary aged
children, limiting generalizability. The CAL scale offers an opportunity to validate the measure
using common factor analysis with a sample of middle school age students, who are markedly
developmentally different than elementary aged individuals.22 The CAL scale was adapted to
measure the attitudes of middle-school aged youth towards a serious game, The Secret of the
Seven Stones, through modification of items to reflect attitudes towards computer games for
learning.23 However, the adapted measure was not psychometrically evaluated which allows for
an opportunity to psychometrically evaluate the adapted attitudes measure.23 Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to evaluate the psychometric properties of a scale adapted from Askar
et al.’s CAL scale that assessed attitudes towards computer games for learning among a sample
of adolescents.
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Materials and Methods

Study Design
In this study we conducted a secondary data analysis through the psychometric evaluation of an
adapted measure implemented in a randomized-controlled trial titled, “IYG-Family: Beyond
‘The Talk’ to Effective Pregnancy, STI, and HIV Prevention.”

Sample description and recruitment
The study sample were youth (n = 83), aged 11-14, recruited in Houston, TX. Study participants
were recruited by word of mouth, social media advertisement, recruitment presentations held at
schools, and flyers posted at schools. Study participants were randomly assigned to the
intervention group (exposed to The Secret of the Seven Stones) or the control (exposed to
standard care). Participants received gift cards at the conclusion of the study.

Participants
All participants completed the same assessment using a self-guided questionnaire conducted on
study laptops in their home. The questionnaire collected the following data: demographic
information, attitudes towards computer games for learning (ATCGFL), and sexual behavior
health related items. The ATCGFL score and demographic information for both control and
intervention group were recorded at baseline, but only the intervention group had their ATCGFL
score 3-month follow-up recorded.
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Measures
An attitudes scale, titled “Attitudes towards Computer Games for Learning” (ATCGFL), was
adapted from Askar et al.’s Attitude to Computer Assisted Learning scale (CAL) to be used in
tandem of a study (IYG-F) that focused on developing and evaluating a serious game, which was
an online home-based intergenerational pregnancy prevention, HIV, STI, and pregnancy
prevention intervention titled Secrets of the Seven Stones that targeted middle school-age
students.3, 23 Askar et al.’s CAL scale focused on understanding attitudes towards computer
assisted learning from a sample of 5th grade students (𝛼 = 0.81).3 Items from Askar et al.’s scale
were evaluated by a panel of experts from the IYG-F study and items were then modified for
adoption in the parent study.23 All original CAL items were modified to reflect attitudes towards
computer games for learning rather than computer assisted learning. Two items that were
learning centric (item 11 and 12) were added for a total of 12 items in the ATCGFL scale ((The
comparison of scale items between original and adapted scale can be found in Appendix 1). The
adapted scale in this study consisted of 12 items with a 4-point Likert scale (scored as 0 =
Strongly Disagree, 1 = Disagree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Strongly Agree). The summated score from the
12 items (max score of 36) reflects the individual’s attitude towards serious games with a high
score indicating a high positive attitude towards games for learning. Missing values were listwise
deleted due to the cases appearing to be missing at random and sparse. In addition, participants
responded to demographic related items that included their ethnicity, gender, and age (Table 1).

Statistical analysis
Preliminary data screening was conducted to assess normality of the data (kurtosis or skewness),
the extent of missing values, and data entry errors. The following aspects of reliability and
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validity of the ATCGFL scale were evaluated as part of the psychometric evaluation: construct
validity (i.e., structural validity), internal consistency, and test-retest reliability. Data analyses
were undertaken using SPSS version 26 statistical software package.

Construct Validity
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was used to evaluate the construct validity (i.e., structural
validity) of the ATCGFL scale by gaining a better understanding of the factor structure
underpinning the measure. Specifically, we performed an EFA using Maximum Likelihood (ML)
with Promax rotation (Kappa = 4) because the data were relatively normally distributed and it
aids in accounting for the possibility of unequal factor loadings.22,24 Violation of multivariate
normality was assessed through inspection of normal P-P plots as recommended by Koziol.25
Factorability of the data set was assessed by calculating the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test (KMO) and
Barlett’s test of sphericity, which a KMO value above 0.70 and a significant Barlett’s test of
sphericity value (p < 0.05) indicates that factor analysis is appropriate for our data.25,26 In
addition, initial communality values were evaluated to see if they were above 0.20, which would
indicate that the sample size did not distort the results.27

Factor determination was conducted with eigenvalues that were greater than 1 based on the
Kaiser-Guttman criterion and Scree plot test observing factors above the break in the Scree plot
line.27,28 In addition, factor determination criteria included the calculation of the goodness of fit
for all potentially appropriate factor solutions (2-4 Factor solutions) then we evaluated the
appropriateness of the derived factor structure based on goodness-of-fit, total variance explained,
and sensibility of factor structure.26,29
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Factor loadings were then assessed because they are considered useful in determining the
importance of an item in relation to a factor and theoretical significance of each item was
considered.30 In factor retention or deletion, factor loadings of more than 0.45 were considered
satisfactory, and anything below 0.45 were considered less satisfactory therefore they were
suppressed to aid in interpretation and readability of results.31,32 The quality of the solution was
further assessed by retaining the variables with the largest loadings clustered on each factor
based on the pattern matrix, which ideally is three variables and at a minimum two variables.33
After conducting item reduction for parsimony, factors were assigned a theme or name based on
item loadings and their theoretical importance.34 As part of the iterative process, internal
consistency and test-retest were then reevaluated with the best fitting factor solution with
reduced items.30,31

Internal consistency
Evaluation of internal consistency of the ATCGFL scale was assessed using Cronbach’s alpha as
informed from the derived EFA factor structure to indicate how closely related are the set of
items.35 For adequate sample size, ATCGFL scores measured at baseline from both the control
and intervention group were used to calculate internal consistency. The Cronbach’s alpha was
interpreted using the following guidelines: 𝛼 > 0.90 (excellent), 𝛼 > 0.80 (Good), 𝛼 > 0.70
(Acceptable), 𝛼 > 0.60 (Questionable), 𝛼 > 0.50 (Poor), and 𝛼 < 0.50 (Unacceptable).35
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Test-Retest Reliability
Test-retest reliability was used to examine how well the ATCGFL scales correlates with itself
across repeated administrations on the same testing cohort.36 Specifically, to assess the temporal
consistency we calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC) of attitude scores based on the
factor solution from EFA results at two time points (baseline and 3-month follow-up) from only
the intervention group because they were the only group to be tested at follow-up. Evaluation of
PCC values is the most commonly used approach for test-retest reliability and it provides the
strength and direction of the test-retest relationship.37,38 Evaluation guidelines for PCC were as
follow: 0.90 to 1.00 (-0.90 to -1.00) = very high positive (negative) correlation, 0.70 to 0.90 (0.70 to -0.90) = high positive (negative) correlation, 0.50 to 0.70 (-0.50 to -0.70) = moderate
positive (negative) correlation, 0.30 to 0.50 (-0.30 to -0.50) = low positive (negative) correlation,
and 0.00 to 0.30 (0.00 to – 0.30) = negligible correlation.39

Results
The reported findings of this study include the demographic characteristics, the best fitting factor
solution based on EFA, Cronbach’s alpha base on the derived EFA solution, and the Pearson
Coefficient value for test-retest reliability.

Demographic Characteristics
The average age of participants (n=83) was 12.9 (±1.4) years. The race/ethnicity composition of
the study sample was predominantly Non-Hispanic White (42%) followed by Black (33%) and
Hispanic (22%) (Table 1).
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Table 1: Study Sample Descriptive Statistics

Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Gender
Male
Female
Age
Years (SD)

Total
(n = 83)
n (%)

Control
(n = 39)
n (%)

Intervention
(n= 44)
n (%)

35 (42)
27 (33)
18 (22)
3 (4)

14 (36)
12 (32)
10 (25)
3 (7)

22 (49)
11 (26)
9 (20)
2 (5)

46 (55)
37 (45)

19 (49)
20 (51)

26 (59)
18 (41)

12.9 (±1.4)

12.9 (±1.2)

13 (±1.1)

Construct Validity
The EFA prior to any item reduction showed that the data were appropriate for factoring (KMO
= 0.805; Bartlett’s test Approx. Chi Square = 323.242, p < 0.001) and there was no evidence of
violations of multivariate normality (Table 2). All initial communalities of each item were above
0.20 thus indicating that the sample size was adequate and did not distort the results (Table 2).26
The Maxim likelihood factor analysis of the 12 items with Promax rotation initially revealed a 4factor structure (with eigenvalues greater than 1 which is in line with the Kaiser-Guttman rule,
however, it may yield an overestimation) with about 67.03% of the total variance was explained
by these factors. 30,32,37 The goodness-of-fit test showed 2 (24) = 23.76, p > 0.476 indicating the
4-factor model to be a possible viable solution. However, the 4-factor solution only had
parsimonious clustering on Factor 1, Factor 2, and Factor 3. Only one variable loaded (Item 9)
on Factor 4 indicating the item behaved poorly with a low communality value.32

In following the iterative approach for factor extraction, a 2-factor and 3-factor solution without
any item reductions were extracted for comparison of fit. The 2-factor model had a goodness-of60

fit 2 (43) = 69.338, p < 0.007. However, the 3-factor model had a goodness-of-fit 2 (33) =
40.835, p > 0.164 indicating that when three factors were extracted there were no systematic
variance between the hypothesized 3-factor model and the observed data. Therefore, the 3-factor
solution, which explained approximately 58.670% of the total variance, was the best fitting
factor solution. Initially there were cross loadings on each item for all factors, small factor
loadings were suppressed and items with cross-loadings were also dropped resulting in items 7,
10, and 12 not being retained. The 3-factor solution then had high and clean loading on each of
the three factors with 9 items. Factor 1 had loadings ranging from 0.617 to 0.942 (items 4, 5, and
6), Factor 2 had loadings ranging from 0.510 to 0.888 (items 1, 2, 3, and 8), and Factor 3 had
loadings ranging from 0.452 to 0.981 (items 9 and 11) (Table 3; The final 3-Factor scale with 9
items can be found in Appendix 2).

Table 2: Factorability of 4-factor, 3-factor, and 2-factor model before item reduction
Results

4-factor (12 item)

3-factor (12

2-factor (12 item)

item)
KMO

0.805

0.805

0.805

Bartlett’s test sphericity

2 (66) = 323.242
(p = 0.000)

2 (66) =
323.242
(p = 0.000)

2 (66) = 323.242
(p = 0.000)

Item

Communalities (initial)

1

My time passes quickly

0.383

0.673

0.643

2

I learn more quickly

0.449

0.569

0.569

3

I feel comfortable

0.396

0.501

0.479

4

My success is increased

0.405

0.682

0.420
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5

My confidence is increased

0.453

0.726

0.557

6

I am eager to learn more

0.479

0.608

0.573

7

I get bored after a while

0.220

0.305

0.305

8

Learning is enjoyable

0.427

0.586

0.559

9

0.373

0.764

0.273

10

I would like to learn all my
school courses with computer
games
I can learn more easily

0.516

0.600

0.523

11

I learn more

0.519

0.632

0.557

12

I am better at using what I
have learned

0.380

0.394

0.389

Table 3 - Quality of 3-factor solution for 9 item scale
Quality of 3-factor solution – 10 Item Pattern Matrix (Extraction Method: ML; Rotation
Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization; Coefficient Suppression < 0.45)
Cumulative variance captured (%)

37.165

48.703

58.670

Eigenvalue

4.460

1.385

1.196

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor loadings
5

My confidence is increased

0.942

-

-

4

My success is increased

0.700

-

-

6

I am eager to learn more

0.617

-

-

1

My time passes quickly

-

0.888

-

8

Learning is enjoyable

-

0.659

-

2

I learn more quickly

-

0.517

-

3

I feel comfortable

-

0.510

-
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7

I get bored after a while

-

-

-

9

I would like to learn all my school
courses with computer games

-

-

0.981

11 I learn more

-

-

0.452

10 I can learn more easily

-

-

-

12 I am better at using what I have learned

-

-

-

Goodness-of-fit Test

Chi-square (33) = 40.835, p < 0.164

Internal consistency
The internal consistency of the ATCGFL scale using the 3-factor model solution with 9 items
yielded the following alphas for each factor: items loaded on Factor 1 had a Cronbach’s alpha =
0.77 (N = 3), Cronbach’s alpha was 0.74 for items on Factor 2 (N = 4), and Factor 3 Cronbach’s
alpha = 0.64 (N = 2).

Test-Retest Reliability
Evaluation of the test-retest reliability of the ATCGFL scale based on the 3-factor solution with
10-items yielded significant results for all three factors. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient of
Factor 1 was (N = 42, 3 items) r = 0.49, p < 0.001. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient of Factor
2 was (N = 42, 4 items) r = 0.56, p < 0.000). The Pearson Correlation Coefficient of Factor 3 was
(N = 41, 2 items) r = 0.37, p < 0.019.
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Discussion

Findings from this study provides greater insight into the validity and reliability of the ATCGFL
scale. The findings demonstrate that the ATCGFL scale has potential to be a valid and reliable
instrument for assessing adolescent attitudes towards games for learning though the findings are
mixed. The 3-factor structure that emerged from the EFA compared to all the other structures
(e.g., 4-factor and 2-factor) was the most parsimonious in item structuring and yet the structure
reasonably explained the majority of the variances within the study sample responses.32 The 3factor structure had a clear common theme as presented by the sets of clustered items that loaded
onto each of the 3 factors for a total of 9 items after suppression of small coefficients. Factor 1
was labeled motivation and included items 4, 5, and 6. Factor 2 was labeled satisfaction and
included items 1, 2, 3, and 8. Factor 3 was labeled cognition and included items 9 and 11.

The 3-factor solution appears to represent different dimensions of the construct, attitudes to
computer games for learning. Factor 1 and all respective high-loading items appear to represent
the motivation of an individual when playing computer games for learning based on their
eagerness to learn more, and perceived increase in confidence, success, and learning. Whether
intrinsic or extrinsic, motivation according to the literature has been found to have a positive
relationship with attitudes towards learning.40,41 Factor 2 and all respective high-loading items
appear to represent the satisfaction the individual derives when playing computer games for
learning.42,43 When playing computer games for learning purposes, the individual conceivably
feels a sense of satisfaction by experiencing comfort and enjoyment, which the time spent
playing is perceived not as a burden but rather as an acceptable cost.42,43 On Factor 3, the two
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items that loaded highest and unsuppressed, appear to represent a salient adolescent attitudinal
dimension with learning—cognition, because it encompassed the preference and perception in
relation to the process with receiving and giving instruction.44

The present study also aimed to evaluate the psychometric properties of the attitude scale based
on the derived factor model from exploratory factor analysis, which was a three-factor model,
with validity and reliability testing. Our findings were somewhat mixed but generally showed
promising results due to ATCGFL scale’s mix of acceptable and questionable internal reliability
on the factors. Base on guidelines by Dunn et al., the Cronbach’s alpha for Factors 1 and 2 were
rated as acceptable which indicated item groupings for each factor were adequately related to
each other in respect to the constructs of motivation and satisfaction. 35 However, Factor 3 had
questionable internal reliability due to low number of items and possibly due unequal correlation
caused by the broadness in meaning of item (11) I learn more, but it was not omitted due to
satisfying the factor loading criteria.35,45

Even though there was no significant difference in mean attitude scores between the two time
points, there was only evidence for moderate positive correlation of temporal stability for the
ATCGFL scale on Factor 2 (satisfaction). There was low positive correlation of temporal
stability on Factor 1 (motivation) and Factor 3 (cognition). Test-retest reliability based on
Pearson’s correlation coefficient value showed the ATCGFL scale on Factor 1 and 3 had low
positive correlation but moderate positive correlation on Factor 2 over a time span of 3 months
indicating weak evidence for test-retest reliability.38,46,47 According to Anastasi and Urbina, testretest correlations among adolescents weaken as time interval between test and retest points
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lengthens as a result of the cumulative impact of fluctuations in their environment (e.g., home,
school, community, and comprehension) and aptitude.46 Therefore, poor temporal reliability of
the attitude measure may be attributed to the 3-month span between testing being too long and
thus the time-lapse may have played a significant factor in the shift of attitudes of the
adolescents. According to the literature, the number of days between test and the retest should be
a relatively short period of time and ideally between 1 to 7 days, thus future examination of the
reliability of the attitude measure should implement the retest at 7 days later or less.46,47

Limitations

This study has limitations. First, though the presented study was adequately powered, small
sample size is a limitation as recognized by DeVellis and other measurement experts for
measurement development.48,49,50 Measurement experts recommend a large sample size to
properly develop and validate a scale with approximately 100 to 200 subjects and a minimum of
30 participants for a pilot study.48,49,50 Sample size also impacts the sensitivity for the analysis of
test-retest reliability.51,52,53 Next, the 3-month time to evaluate test-retest reliability may have
been too long of a time differential due possibly to the rapid changes that occur in adolescents
and therefore a retest of the ATCGFL scale should occur ideally in more than 1 day but less than
14 days according to best practices found in the literature.22,52,53,54,55
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Notwithstanding, a strength of the study is the novel use of EFA, a complex but stout statistical
method for measurement evaluation, to psychometrically evaluate the CAL scale through an
adapted scale (ATCGFL) with a middle school-aged sample.56

Conclusion

Given the rise in serious game-based interventions in public health design and implementation,
the findings from this study chart a course for future research on developing a more refine
measurement of adolescent attitudes towards computer games for learning. 1,2,3,4,5 Our findings
showed that a 3-factor solution undergirds the ATCGFL scale with high internal consistency on
Factor 1 and Factor 2, but Factor 3 has questionable internal consistency. Factor 1 represented
motivation (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.77), Factor 2 represented satisfaction (Cronbach’s alpha =
0.74), and Factor 3 represented cognition (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.64). Last, future research that
builds upon our findings for further development of the ATCGFL scale. such as conducting
confirmatory factor analysis of the 3-factor solution of the ATCGFL scale with a comparable
study sample (e.g., a larger study sample with similar demographics or a more diverse sample),
might prove beneficial.54,55
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Appendix 1
Comparison of scale items: Attitude to Computers Assisted Learning Scale and the Adapted
ATCGFL Scale
#
1

Attitudes to Computer Assisted Learning

Attitudes towards Computer Games for Learning
(When I use computer games to learn things…)
My time passes quickly

2

While studying with computers, the time passes
quickly
I learn quickly while studying with computers

3

I feel uncomfortable with studying with computers

I feel comfortable

4

Learning with computers increases my success

My success is increased

5

Learning from computers increases my confidence

My confidence is increased

6

Computers make me eager to study more

I am eager to learn more

7

I get bored after a while

8

At first, learning with computers seems enjoyable but
later I am bored
Instruction with computers is very enjoyable

9

I would like to learn all the courses with computers

10

I learn easily with colorful graphics and animation

I would like to learn all my school courses with
computer games
I can learn more easily

I learn more quickly

Learning is enjoyable

11

I learn more

12

I am better at using what I have learned
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Appendix 2
Reduced ATCGFL Scale (3-Factor Model, 9 Item)
Factor

1
2

3

Attitudes towards Computer Games for
Learning
(When I use computer games to learn things…)
My success is increased
My confidence is increased
I am eager to learn more
Learning is enjoyable
My time passes quickly
I learn more quickly
I feel comfortable
I would like to learn all my school courses with
computer games
I learn more
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Manuscript 2 – Exploratory Latent Class Analysis of the BrainHex Measure Using an
Adolescent Sexual Health Skills Training Serious Game

Abstract:

Objectives: Gaming archetype measures, such as BrainHex, are promising tools to provide
insight into gaming motivations and preferences among adolescents. However, there is a gap in
the literature on adolescent subgroups on gaming motivations and preferences identified based
on the BrainHex measure. The purpose of this study was to identify unmeasured class
membership among a sample of adolescents using latent class analysis to explore and define
subgroups base on their BrainHex gaming archetype measure response.

Materials and Methods: Latent class analysis was conducted using 21 categorical items
involving video gaming motivation and preference from a study sample with 83 adolescents aged
11-14 years old.

Results: Through latent class analysis, a 3-class model emerged: Low probability of gaming
element likability gamers, Moderate probability of gaming element likability gamers, and High
probability of gaming element likability gamers. The 3-class model produced model fit indices
that had both a significant Lo-Mendell-Rubin Adjusted RT test value (p = 0.0094) and
Parametric bootstrapped likelihood ratio test (p < 0.001), and entropy value was 0.968.

Conclusion: This study yielded support for three subgroups of gaming element likability gamers.
Future work could involve the inclusion of more unmeasured variables surrounding gaming such
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as gaming frequency which may reveal more adolescent gaming subgroups on gaming
motivation and preferences. Deeper exploration into the characteristics of the three identified
subgroups could be used for more effective tailoring of serious game-based interventions for the
adolescent population by adjusting the player’s gaming experience base on their pattern of
gaming likability.

INTRODUCTION
Serious games are video games that have purposes that are primarily nonentertainment.1 Serious
games have been impactful through various capacities in teaching, training, and changing
behavior.2,3,4 Serious games continue to be applied in emergent ways such as drone piloting and
adolescent sexual health education.5,6,7 Upon its inception, the literature on serious games has
grown exponentially, yet as technology improves and serious games expand into various fields,
there are facets of serious games that require further investigation.1,3,8 An example is how to
better prioritize design and implementation of serious games tailored to individual gaming
preferences, motivations, and or player archetypes.9,10,11

Fundamental to the design of serious games is the knowledge of what engages and retains
players with gameplay.9 Game design experts posit that key components of player engagement in
gameplay are player gaming preferences and motivations which can be codified into gaming
archetypes.9,12 A gaming archetype is the categorization of a gamer based on his or her composite
combination of player gaming motivation, in-game behavior, genre preference, and preferred
game play style.12,13 The gaming archetype concept was originally developed from observations
that video gamers play games for varied reasons and engage in games in diverse ways, and that
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these individual gaming motivations and preferences may be codified into different
archetypes.12,13

Gaming archetypes can be associated with game play engagement and maintenance. 14 For
example, gamers that are the killer type according to Bartle’s typology typically are motivated by
wanting others to lose and they are more likely to appreciate gaming features that allow them to
win against others. 13,14 Such gaming features could possibly motivate the killer type to extend
their gaming session. 12,13,14 Gaming archetypes could also inform serious game-based
intervention tailoring for youth.14 Therefore, further research on gaming archetypes among
adolescents can improve the development of serious game interventions and they could have a
widescale impact on adolescent health.14 Furthermore, learning via serious games offers
individuals an active process that is often more enjoyable and engaging than traditional
educational modalities.15,16,17,18

Despite the increase in serious games, there not been a concomitant rise in gaming archetype
research. The earliest categorizations of gaming archetypes identified four player types: Killers,
Achievers, Socializers, and Explorers).12,13 These types were derived from informal player
observations and lacked empirical validation.12,13 However, this work informed a more expansive
categorization represented by the BrainHex measure.11 Outside of the BrainHex measure few
gaming archetype measures exist such as the Yee’s motivations for play model, Snodgrass et
al.’s WoW-Specific problematic play scale, and Whang et al.’s virtual world lifestyle typology.
14,15,16.17

The BrainHex measure has theoretical underpinnings in neurobiological research, prior

research on motivations of play, and psychological typology. 11 The BrainHex measure consists
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of seven player archetypes based on gaming element preferences and motivations: Seeker,
Survivor, Daredevil, Mastermind, Conqueror, Socialiser, and Achiever (Table 1).11 Initial
research on BrainHex measure used an open internet survey with 50,423 respondents (mean age
= 24.5 years) to develop a trait theory of play and preliminary results indicated evidence for a
significant relationship between psychotypes and gaming archetypes.11,19 However, findings
have not been replicated to validate the existence of the seven gaming archetypes from the
BrainHex measure.11,19 While intuitively appealing, the utility of the BrainHex measure for in
gaming research, development, and evaluation is unclear without deeper exploration into
potential subgroups which latent class analysis could help uncover. Therefore, the purpose of this
study is to explore and describe the latent class structure of the BrainHex measure among a
sample of adolescents.

Materials and Methods:
Study Design:
This study was a cross-sectional, secondary data analysis using de-identified data derived from a
parent study titled “IYG-Family: Beyond ‘The Talk’ to Effective Pregnancy, STI, and HIV
Prevention” (IYG-F). IYG-F was a randomized-control trial that evaluated the impact of an online
home-based intergenerational HIV, STI, and pregnancy prevention intervention targeting middle
school-age students. The intervention consists of a serious game titled, The Secret of Seven
Stones (SSS).

Sample Description and recruitment:
As part of IYG-F, adolescents aged 11-14 years were recruited in Houston, TX through flyers,
social media advertisement, word of mouth, and recruitment presentations at schools. Inclusion
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criteria for study participation required participants be English-speaking, adolescent be aged 1114 years old, have access to a home computer with reliable internet, and parents that have a
cellular phone with texting feature.

Data Collection:
Demographic information from the youth was collected at baseline via computer-assisted
questionnaires on study laptop computers in their home. At 3-month follow up, youth provided
information on their gaming archetypes through the BrainHex measure.

Measures:
Demographic information was measured through assessing age, gender, and race/ethnicity.
The archetype typology evaluated in this study was adapted from the BrainHex measure that was
originally developed by Nacke et al. and then was implemented in the evaluation of SSS as
part of the IYG-F study.11 The BrainHex measure consisted of 21 items on a 4-point
Likert response scale regarding likability of a gaming feature ((0) I hate it; (1) I dislike it; (2) It’s
okay; (3) I like it; (4) I love it) that related to player archetypes of preferred player experience
based on emotions of play style and motivation (Table 1). For example, items included assessing
the individual’s likability of playing with others in game or the likability of high risk in-game
situations.

Table 1: Player Archetypes Definitions and Relevant Measure Items
#

Definition

Response Options*

1

Player
Archetypes
Seeker

Seeker type players are generally
curious about the game world and
have enjoyable moments of wonder.

Exploring to see
what you can
find.

Looking around
just to enjoy the
scenery.

2

Survivor

Survivors enjoy terror as a positive
experience especially the intensity of
the associated experience.

Frantically
escaping from a
terrifying foe.

Feeling relief
when you
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Wondering
what’s behind
a locked
door.
Feeling
scared,

3

Daredevil

4

Mastermind

5

Conqueror

6

7

Daredevil player archetypes enjoy
playing on the edge and experiencing
excitement when taking risks (e.g.,
playing at high speeds).
The playing preference of
Masterminds is being in situations that
require strategy and or encountering a
difficult problem that requires an
efficient solution
Conqueror archetypes have the desire
to experience difficulty when facing
adversity and they channel their anger
to achieve victory.

Responding
quickly to an
exciting
situation.
The playing
Working out
how to crack a
challenging
puzzle.
The struggle to
defeat a
difficult boss.

Socializer

Socializers derive their playing
enjoyment through helping and talking
to other players they trust.

Achiever

Achievers tend to have greater
compulsive fixation on reaching goals
in comparison with other archetypes.

Playing in a
group, online or
in the same
room.
Picking up
every single
collectible in an
area.

escape to a safe
area.
Being in control
at high speed.

terrified or
disturbed.
Hanging from
a high ledge.

Devising a
promising
strategy when
deciding what
to try next.
Taking on a
strong opponent
when playing
against a human
player in a vs.
match.
Talking with
other players,
online or in the
same room.
Finding what
you need to
complete a
collection.

Working out
what to do on
your own.

Completing a
punishing
challenge
after failing
many times.
Co-operating
with
strangers.
Getting 100%
(completing
everything in
a game).

*Response options comprise: (0) I hate it; (1) I dislike it; (2) It’s okay; (3) I like it; (4) I love it

Analyses:
Latent Class Analysis (LCA) was used to analyze and explore potential underlying subgroups
derived from a sample of adolescents on data collected at 3-month follow-up from the IYG-F
study. LCA is a data-driven approach to identify unmeasured subgroups and then examine the
latent class structure of categorical variables by determining the most parsimonious number of
latent classes that adequately explains the differences in observed responses from the data. 18,20

Our analytical process was iterative using the statistical software package Mplus Version 8. Item
values from the IYG-F BrainHex results were converted into binary values to simplify the LCA
models, which helped discernibly differentiated player gaming preferences and facilitated
manageable interpretation.21 We dichotomized the 5-point Likert responses by grouping the
responses into two categories: 1) having a positive disposition (“I like it” or “I love it”), or 2) or
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negative/neutral disposition (“I hate it”, “ I dislike it”, or “It’s okay”) toward a specific item.
Deciding on number of classes to retain was predicated on the combination of parsimony,
comparison of model fit statistics, and distinct meaningfulness of the classes.20 We first
evaluated the LCA of the SSS gaming archetype data by using a 1-class structure using
Maximum likelihood (ML). Then as recommended by McCutcheon, Muthén, and Muthén we
performed a stepwise approach increasing the number of classes and comparing model fit indices
with the increased class structure. 22,23 LCAs were performed examining the 1-class structure up
to a 7-class structure because the BrainHex measure was originally designed with seven
archetypes. The comparison of latent class structures was based on model fit indices statistics
(Aikaike [AIC], Bayesian [BIC]), classification quality [entropy], information criteria
[loglikelihood, number of free parameters], and relative model fit [Lo-Mendell-Rubin adjusted
likelihood ratio test, the bootstrapped likelihood ratio test]).22,24,25 The final latent class structure
selected was based on model parsimony and fit.22,25 Subsequently the structure was interpreted
based on the probabilities plot in tandem with logical relevance of item groupings.

Results:
Two participants’ data were dropped from the analysis due to missing values concerning player
archetypes, therefore the total sample included 81 participants. The analysis comprised of 81
youth who were 12.9 (±1.15) years old (range: 11.2 - 14.9 years), 54% male, and predominantly
Non-Hispanic White (44%), Black (33%), and Hispanic (22%) (Table 2).
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Table 2: Study Sample Descriptive Statistics
Variable

Total
(n = 81)
(12.99 ± 1.15)

Mean Age (years, SD)
Gender
Male
Female
Race/Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
American Indian/Other

44(54%)
47 (46%)
36 (44%)
22 (33%)
18 (22%)
3 (4%)
0 (0%)

The Model Fit indices suggested the three-class solution fits the data most appropriately (Table
4) and the associated class plot shows clear class delineation (Figure 1). The BIC (Schwarz’s
Bayesian information criterion) value for the three-class solution was the best fit. Addition of a
third class to the two-class solution retained significance while the four-class solution was not
significant (Table 3).25 The AIC (Akaike’s information criterion) value for the five-class solution
was the smallest. However, the three-class solution provided both a significant Lo-MendellRubin Adjusted RT Test value (p = 0.0094) and Parametric bootstrapped likelihood ratio test (p
< 0.000). This indicated that the 3-class solution is sufficient. Further, there was no statistically
significant improvement in fit when adding another class to the model.25 The entropy value of
the three-class solution was 0.97, which is well above the recommended 0.80 threshold
indicating a clear delineation of classes.26,27 Approximate class proportions for latent classes 1, 2,
and 3, were respectively 34.6%, 41.9%, and 23.5%.
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Figure 1: 3-Class Plot
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Table 3: Model fit for tests of 1-7 class solutions
Classes

Entropy

AIC

BIC

Sample-size
adjusted
BIC (aBIC)

Technical Output –
Vuong-Lo-Rubin
Likelihood Ratio Test
(p-value)

Lo-MendellRubin Adjusted
RT Test
(p-value)

1

-

2231.4

2284.3

2213.7

-

-

2

0.99

1756.4

1864.1

1722.2

< 0.00

< 0.00

3

0.97

1670.1

1832.9

1618.6

< 0.01

< 0.01

4

0.96

1665.2

1882.1

1595.1

0.41

0.41

5
6

0.97
0.99

1664.0
1669.0

1937.0
1997.1

1577.5
1564.9

0.29
0.39

0.29
0.40

7

0.99

1681.4

2064.5

1559.9

0.75

0.75

Latent Class Summary:
Latent classes were characterized based on the pattern of average responses on LCA. Table 4
presents the mean item-response probabilities of gaming archetype related items by each class.
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Class 1 accounted for 33.8% of the sample. Youth in Class 1 had an absolute no probability
(0%) of liking to frantically escape from foes (item 2), respond quickly to exciting
situations(item 6), pick up every single item (item 7), feel relief when escaping to safe areas
(item 11), put in the effort to complete a collection (item 14), and persevere after failing a
punishing challenge several times (item 19). These youth also had an extremely low probability
(3.4-7.3%) of liking to explore to find items (item 1), play in a group (item 5), play at high
speeds (item 9), devise a strategy for next moves (item 10), take on a strong human opponent
(item 12), figure out what to do on your own (item 18), and complete everything in a game (item
21). In contrast, Class 1 youth had a relatively higher probability (10.2-28.6%) of liking to solve
a challenging puzzle (item 3), cooperate with strangers (item 20), wonder what is behind a
locked door (item 16), feel terrified or scarred or disturbed (item 17), talk with other players
(item 13), look around to enjoy the scenery (item 8), struggle to defeat a difficult boss (item 4),
and hang from a high ledge (item 15).

Class 2 was the largest class accounting 42.8% of the sample. Latent class 2 had no gaming
elements with 0% probability of liking. However, Class 2 youth had low probability (12.234.6%) of liking to respond quickly to exciting situations (item 6), be in control at high speeds
(item 9), devise a strategy for next moves (item 10), feel relief when escaping to a safe area (item
11), find what is needed to complete a collection (item 14), wonder what’s behind a locked door
(item 16), play in a group (item 5), explore to find items (item 1), complete challenging puzzles
(item 3), complete a game (getting 100% on the level) (item 21), and experience challenge
associated with defeating a difficult boss (item 4).
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Class 2 youth also had moderate probability (46-57.1%) of liking to escape terrifying foes (item
2), collect every item in an area (item 7), challenge a strong human opponent (item 12), talk with
other players (item 13), hang from a high ledge (item 15), figure out what to do on their own
(item 18), and persevere after failing a punishing challenge several times (item 19). Class 2
individuals had a high probability (62.1-72%) of liking to enjoy the scenery of the game (item 8),
play in situations that make one scared, terrified, or disturbed (item 17), and co-operate with
strangers (item 20).

Class 3 was the smallest class accounting for 23.3% of the sample. Class 3 youth had moderate
probability (58.2%) of liking game completion (getting 100% on the game level) (item 21) and
high probability (74-79.4%) of liking challenging puzzles (item 3), feeling relief when escaping
to a safe area (item 11), and figuring out what to do on your own (item 18). They showed
extremely high probabilities (84.1-94.7%) of liking to explore to find items (item 1), escape
terrifying foes (item 2), struggle to defeat a difficult boss (item 4), play in a group (item 5),
respond quickly to exciting situations (item 6), pick up every single item (item 7), enjoy the
scenery (item 8), play at high speeds (item 9), take on a strong human opponent (item 12), talk
with other players (item 13), find items to complete a collection (item 14), wonder what’s behind
a locked door (item 16), play in situations that makes one scared, terrified, or disturbed (item 17),
and persevere after failing a punishing challenge several times (item 19). Last, Class 3 youth had
an absolute probability (100%) of liking to devise a strategy for next moves (item 10), hang from
a high ledge (item 15), and work with strangers (item 20).
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Table 4: Mean item-response probabilities1 of gaming feature items by class
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
1

Item
Exploring to see what you can find
Frantically escaping from a terrifying foe
Working out how to crack a challenging
puzzle
The struggle to defeat a difficult boss
Playing in a group, online or in the same
room
Responding quickly to an exciting
situation
Picking up every single collectible in an
area
Looking around just to enjoy the scenery
Being in control at high speed
Devising a promising strategy when
deciding what to try next
Feeling relief when you escape to a safe
area
Taking on a strong opponent when playing
against a human player in a versus match
Talking with other players, online or in the
same room
Finding what you need to complete a
collection
Hanging from a high ledge
Wondering what’s behind a locked door
Feeling scared, terrified or disturbed
Working out what to do on your own
Completing a punishing challenge after
failing many times
Co-operating with strangers
Getting 100% (completing everything in a
game)

Class 1
33.8%

Class 2
42.8%

Class 3
23.3%

0.04
0
0.25

0.35
0.46
0.33

0.95
0.88
0.74

0.13
0.007

0.31
0.28

0.85
0.84

0

0.15

0.90

0

0.57

0.95

0.21
0.03
0.03

0.62
0.18
0.27

0.95
0.89
1

0

0.12

0.79

0.073

0.47

0.85

0.10

0.48

0.95

0

0.24

0.95

0.29
0.18
0.14
0.07
0

0.51
0.21
0.72
0.47
0.45

1
0.95
0.95
0.79
0.89

0.17
0.04

0.70
0.21

1
0.58

Probability of endorsing item given latent class

Discussion:
This study is unique in using LCA to explore, identify, and examine latent gaming classes among
a sample of adolescents based on their gaming preferences and motivations for playing video
games. Results revealed a gaming typology of adolescents represented by three distinct latent
classes. In our sample we identified three distinct classes which we labeled as: 1) low probability
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of gaming element likability; 2) moderate probability of gaming element likability; and, 3) high
probability of gaming element likability.

The adolescents in Class 1 - Low probability of gaming element likability gamers appear to
have low interest in most gaming elements. Class 1 profile also has some semblance with the
literature’s definition of a casual gamer in relation to gaming elements where such gamers
generally have a casual attitude towards gaming with low interest to in-game socialization and
low interest to both intense games (i.e., first person shooters) and complex immersive games
(i.e., role-playing).28 Specifically, Class 1 individuals appeared to have low likability towards
gaming elements rooted in high intensity, complexity, and social interaction. On the other hand,
Class 2 - Moderate probability of gaming likability gamers did not display an absolute
probability of liking to any specific gaming features, but they only had slightly high probability
of liking both working with strangers in game and appreciating the game level aesthetics.
Overall, Class 2 gamers nearly had 50% probability of liking on almost all gaming elements
indicating a moderate preference towards most gaming features. Labeling of Class 2 gamers as
having moderate probability of gaming likability is comparable to what gaming developers
describe ass midcore gamers. 29,30 These gamers have a wider range of gaming interests than
casual gamers but have less interest in the intense or complex gaming of ‘hardcore’ gamers.29,30
Last, Class 3 - High probability of gaming likability gamers appear to like all gaming
elements except for achievement and completion (i.e., getting 100% or finishing everything in
the game). Our Class 3 categorization is supported by the literature’s characterization of hardcore
gamers which include gamers who have high interest with the following: high difficulty, high
intensity or adrenalin-inducing, and competition (i.e., playing against others).28
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The relevance of these identified adolescent subgroups relies on the possibility of tailoring
serious game-based interventions.30 Attention to health interventions through exposure to
personally salient content is paramount to optimized user experience with serious game-based
interventions.30,31 Thus, tailoring the user experience in serious games with appropriate gaming
preferences and motivations pertinent to their gaming class has potential value.31,32 For example,
correctly categorizing a youth base on their probability to gaming element likability could inform
decisions on whether to employ specific gaming element strategies, such as having more
adrenaline base activities when using serious games for learning or to incorporate more
traditional approaches. 33,34 In contrast, youth with attenuated interest to adrenaline rich gaming
may yield low impact by inclusion of such gaming element. 34 The intervention modification for
individual tailoring could then bolster gaming motivations of individuals and thereby impact user
experience to facilitate improved outcome efficacy (i.e., intervention optimization). 34,35,36,37

Strengths
This study had several strengths. First, the use of LCA is a robust statistical approach to explore
unmeasured subgroups in the population, which is considered to be an ideal approach when
analyzing categorical latent variables.22,23 Another strength of our study is the novel use of
evaluating the BrainHex measure specifically with adolescents, which addresses the paucity of
research in the literature on adolescent gaming profiles based on gaming motivations and
preferences.
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Limitations and Future Research
This study had several limitations. Our sample may have lacked representation in the moderate
probability group because probability of likability for most variables were near 50% and thus
detecting variances for subclasses within this subgroup may be limited. According to Boateng et
al., 10 participants per measure item is recommended.38 Therefore, future work would benefit
from a larger sample size which may reveal more subgroups.39 Another limitation is the
conversion of the item responses to binary responses, which potentially impacts both statistical
fidelity and classification sensitivity; however, the cutoff points were demarcated well with no
ambiguity in membership.20 An additional limitation is with the application of the gaming
preference measure in light of membership in the 3-class model as further research is required
for validity and reliability. However, to bridge the gap for potential pragmatic application of the
BrainHex measure further research would include building upon our findings to develop a
parsimonious and efficacious gaming preference measure that is psychometrically evaluated for
applied use especially with serious game-based interventions. Such future work would include
conducting a comparison of relevant comparable items and measures (e.g., BrainHex gaming
archetype rank order items, single item measure on gamer level self-identification, complete
original BrainHex). Last, future research could include confirmatory latent class analysis of the
3-class model through testing a priori hypotheses based on substantive theory with appropriately
applied constraints on the latent classes derived from the 3-class model.38 For example, testing
specific subgroup characteristics (e.g., game genre preference, time spent gaming, gender, and
platform preference) through confirmatory latent class analysis could potentially provide deeper
insight into adolescent gamers subgroups characteristics.39,40,41 Having a deeper understanding of
unmeasured subgroup characteristics may help address specific motivation needs and preferences
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when engaging in serious games.40,41,42,43

Conclusion
In the present article, we used latent class analysis to analyze a dataset of adolescent responses
based on the BrainHex measure that evaluated their likability towards a myriad of gaming
elements. The study findings indicate there is evidence for the existence of three subgroups of
adolescent gamers that are characterized by varying degrees (i.e., low, moderate, and high) of
probability with gaming element likability. Exploring additional adolescent gaming element
likability subgroups and subgroup characteristics warrants future research.
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CONCLUSIONS

Limitations of the Studies
A few limitations of the presented studies should be noted. These include participant selfselection in the IYG-Family (Secret of the Seven Stones) study, and as a result there is possible
selection bias due to participants’ interest in the study focus. Next, limitations for the proposed
studies include the demographics from which the data was collected. The findings have
generalizability limited to adolescents aged between 11-14 years of age. Also, there is a lack of
behavioral health theory that directly grounded the development of both measures evaluated in
the presented studies (Attitudes Towards Computer Games for Learning and BrainHex measure
regarding gaming archetypes).
Further, there are several issues with validity that apply to both studies. There is a threat
to construct validity associated with the inadequate explication of constructs by the originators of
the attitude toward Computer-Assisted Learning scale, which informed the Attitudes Towards
Computer Games for Learning scale. Specifically, the methodology undertaken by Askar et al.
(1992) to develop the attitudes scale does not faithfully abide by DeVellis’ recommendation for
scale development.
A limitation resulting from threats to external validity is the interaction of the casual
relationship with settings. Since both the intervention and control group underwent their
respective treatment at home using their computer, the findings may not hold in other variations
of the experiment setting. For instance, if adolescents answered the questionnaires at school
rather than at home they may perform differently due to having fewer distractions that their
home setting may provide (e.g., video game console, television, taking a nap in their bed, having
siblings nearby, and or other objects in their bedroom). Further, the generalizability of the study
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findings may be limited due to the sample population derived from the parent study (IYG-F)
comprised of adolescents recruited out of Houston, TX, which may not be representative of
youth in other parts of the US or in other countries.
Limited sample size impacts both studies due to the constraints it imposes on the
statistical power of the findings (Faber, 2014). Experts recommend a large sample size to
properly develop and validate a scale (Devellis, 2017; Boateng et al., 2018; Johanson, 2009). As
part of best practice for measurement development, the literature indicates that a measure needs
10 to 12 participants for each item (Devellis, 2017; Boateng et al., 2018; Johanson, 2009). On
average a sample size of approximately 100 to 200 subjects and a minimum of 30 participants for
a pilot study is considered ideal (Devellis, 2017; Boateng et al., 2018; Johanson, 2009).

Strengths of the Studies
Despite the aforementioned limitations, the presented studies have several strengths. The
first study is the first to conduct reliability and validity testing selectively for the Attitudes
Towards Computer Games for Learning scale. The second study is the first to explore adolescent
gaming subgroups among a sample of adolescents using the BrainHex measure. The
heterogeneous nature of the sample is a strength for measure development because measures
should be tested on a sample that captures and reflects a broad range of the target population
(Franzen, 2013). Last, another strength is that the studies fill a gap in the literature on preintervention player characteristics measures that could dramatically impact the efficacy of a
serious game targeting youth health issues (Chen et al., 2008; Sherry et al., 2006; Dickey, 2005;
Choi and Kim, 2004). Overall, this dissertation research is helpful in informing design
enhancements to improve serious game-based interventions, offer preliminary results to further
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develop the ATCGFL scale, and provide preliminary results for adolescent video gaming profiles
base on gaming motivations and preferences.

Overall Conclusion
The intent of the presented manuscripts is to address the research gap found in the
literature with psychometrically evaluated measures related to attitudes towards computer games
for learning and uncovering unmeasured subgroups through the BrainHex measure, which both
were explored with an adolescent sample recruited from Houston, TX. The first manuscript set
out to explore the psychometric properties of an attitudes measure (ATCGFL), adapted from
Askar et al.’s Attitudes to Computer-Assisted Learning scale, that had previously not been
evaluated for adequate validity and reliability with middle school-aged youth. The second
manuscript set out to explore the underlying latent class model of an adapted BrainHex measure
with a sample of adolescents through latent class analysis.
Results from the studies support the viability for the ATCGFL scale and the adapted
BrainHex measure for further measurement development and possible serious game-based
intervention tailoring through pre-intervention assessment. Specifically, there is evidence that the
ATCGFL scale is undergirded by a 3-factor model as uncovered through an exploratory factor
analysis. The ATCGFL scale also possesses acceptable levels of internal consistency
(Cronbach’s alpha values above 0.70) for two factors, but the third factor had a questionable
level of internal consistency. There was weak evidence for test-retest reliability due to low
Pearson Correlation Coefficient values (< 0.6). Last, there is evidence that the adapted BrainHex
measure has a latent class structure comprised of 3-classes based on the probability of gaming
element likability.
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The exploratory factor analysis of the ATCGFL scale demonstrated that adolescent
attitudes towards computer games for learning is predicated upon Motivation (Factor 1),
Satisfaction (Factor 2), and Cognition (Factor 3). The underlying constructs of Motivation,
Satisfaction, and Cognition appear to be important aspects of an adolescent’s attitude towards
computer games for learning, which is supported by the literature (Baranowski et al., 2011; Das
et al., 2014; Liu, 2014; Oyedeji, 2017; Ravyse et al., 2017). Ascertaining serious game elements
that stimulate the motivation, satisfaction, and cognition of individuals to play computer games
for learning may provide a means for improved player experience and thereby impact the target
behavior change outcome (Chen et al., 2008; Choi and Dickey, 2005; Kim, 2004; Sherry et al.,
2006). Malone’s Theory of Motivation indicates that computer game-based learning is
intrinsically motivating if factors of curiosity, fantasy, control, and challenge are present and that
attitudes towards computer games have a mediating impact on health outcomes (Baranowski et
al., 2011; Malone, 1981; Shegog, 2010). Further, user satisfaction of serious games has an
important association with serious game outcomes (Bul et al., 2015). Therefore, future work
utilizing confirmatory factor analysis with a comparable sample group to confirm the existence
of a 3-factor structure of attitudes towards computer games for learning would be key to study.
The acceptable Cronbach’s alpha values for the factors of the ATCGFL scale indicates
promising utility for assessing adolescent attitudes towards computer games for learning.
However, the lack of temporal reliability of the scale over the span of 3 months poses a challenge
to its application. The ATCGFL scale may retain temporal stability over a shorter period of time,
such as 1 to 7 days, which would require further empirical testing. The findings would bolster the
scale’s credibility for accurately evaluating attitudes towards computer games for learning
especially if there is a time lapse between onset implementation of a serious game and at the
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conclusion point. There is substantive evidence that the ATCGFL scale has value in providing
developers and implementers of serious game-based interventions information on adolescent
attitudes towards computer games for learning. With further research, the ATCGFL scale could
help in assessing individuals before undergoing the serious game-based intervention to tailor the
individual’s serious gaming experience by determining if supplemental training is needed to
enhance their attitudes towards computer games for learning.
Latent class analysis of the BrainHex measure among a sample of adolescents provides
evidence that the probability of gaming feature likability divaricates into three latent classes –
low probability of gaming element likability, moderate probability of gaming likability, and high
probability of gaming likability. The results from the Latent class analysis of the BrainHex
measure suggest that youth may be categorized base on their probability of liking certain gaming
elements. Such gaming profile insight may have utility in developing and tailoring serious gamebased interventions that cater to specific class profiles, which may enable the individual to have
an overall enjoyable and efficacious user experience through intervention optimization when
compared to a one-size fits all serious game (Kato et al., 2008; Lauver, 2012; Oriji et al., 2013;
Wolfenden et al., 2019). Future research on gaming likability profiles is warranted in uncovering
possible sub-classes that fall between latent classes. Additionally, future research could include
confirmatory testing of our findings through comparable study samples which may prove
beneficial in further developing both the attitudes and archetype measures.
Improving our understanding of pre-intervention individual characteristics is pivotal to
improved adolescent user experience with serious game-based interventions (Beintner et al.,
2019; Aguirre et al., 2018; Mathis and Bierman, 2015). Adolescent attitudes towards computer
games for learning and probability of likability to gaming features are pre-intervention individual
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characteristics that appear to play a key role in motivation to play serious games and potentially
they impact gameplay outcomes (Chen et al., 2008; Choi and Kim, 2004; Dickey, 2005; Sherry
et al., 2006). Therefore, psychometrically evaluating serious game measures that are vetted for
adolescents contributes to the advancement of serious game development and potentially
engenders the improvement of intervention outcomes due to customized serious games based on
gameplay motivations and preferences.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: Demographics
Questions extracted from SSS Questionnaire on Demographics
Who is the caregiver you are partnering with
in this study?
The following questions ask about you and
your background. Are you a boy or a girl?
What month were you born?
Please enter the year you were born (4-digit
number, for example 2000)
Are you of Hispanic or Latino origin?
What is your race or ethnicity? (Check all that
apply)
What grade are you in?
What kind of grades do you usually get in
school?
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APPENDIX B: IYG-F Video Gaming Related Items
Table 1: Video Game Preferences and Motivations – Items Related to BrainHex Player
Archetype Measure
I would consider myself...

I prefer the following way of playing
games...

My attitudes to digital game stories is...

Video
Gaming
Preferences
and
Motivations

Exploring to see what you can find
Frantically escaping from a terrifying
foe
Working out how to crack a
challenging puzzle
The struggle to defeat a difficult boss
Playing in a group, online or in the
same room
Responding quickly to an exciting
situation
Picking up every single collectible in
an area
Looking around just to enjoy the
scenery
Being in control at high speed
Devising a promising strategy when
deciding what to try next
Feeling relief when you escape to a
safe area
Taking on a strong opponent when
playing against a human player in a
versus match
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A hardcore gamer; Something between a
hardcore and a casual gamer; A casual
gamer; I don’t play digital games
Single player alone; Single player with
other people helping or pad-passing;
Multiplayer, in the same room;
Multiplayer, over the internet; Team play
or Clan play over the internet; Virtual
worlds or massively multiplayer online
role-playing games (MMORPGs); I don’t
play digital games
Stories are very important to my
enjoyment of digital games; Stories can
help me enjoy a digital game; Stories are
not important to me in digital games; I
prefer digital games without stories; I don’t
play digital games

I hate it; I dislike it; It’s okay; I like it; I
love it

Talking with other players, online or in
the same room
Finding what you need to complete a
collection
Hanging from a high ledge
Wondering what’s behind a locked
door
Feeling scared, terrified or disturbed
Working out what to do on your own
Completing a punishing challenge after
failing many times
Co-operating with strangers
Getting 100% (completing everything
in a game)

Please rank each sentence unit. Do not
make ties.
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A moment of breathtaking speed or vertigo
(dizziness or unsteadiness); A moment
when the solution to a difficult puzzle
clicks in your mind; A moment of hardfought victory; A moment when you feel
intense sense of unity with another player;
A moment of completeness that you have
strived for.

APPENDIX C: Attitudes Towards Computer Games for Learning Scale
The Attitudes Towards Computer Games for Learning Scale consists of ten items and is scored
on a three-point response scale: Yes (3), Sometimes (2) and No (1).
Table 1: Attitudes Towards Computer Games for Learning Scale
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Item
While studying with computers, the time passes quickly
I learn quickly while studying with computers
I feel uncomfortable while studying with computers
Learning with computers increases my success
Learning from computers increases my confidence
Computers make me eager to study more
At first, learning with computers seems enjoyable but later I am
bored
Instruction with computers is very enjoyable
I would like to learn all the courses with computers
I learn easily with colorful graphics and animation
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APPENDIX D: Discussion of Construct Validity and Rationale for Exploratory Factor Analysis
Methodology Approach
Historically, construct validity is defined as the demonstration that a measure is
measuring the construct it asserts to be measuring (Brown, 1996). Building upon the ubiquitous
understanding of construct validity, Cronbach and Meehl (1955) contends that investigating a
measure’s construct validity is a process that essentially does not differ from the scientific
approach to theory development and confirmation. However, a common problem that plagues
measurement development heuristics is the drawn conclusion that multiple items with the
appearance of interconnectivity should be used as a single scale, especially if internal
consistency is relied upon too heavily without regard to unidimensionality of items (Gardner,
1995). It would be negligent in presuming all items on an attitudes scale that is ostensibly
informed by theory and is also built upon previously published works is explained by a single
underlying factor without further evaluation. Therefore, factor analysis is conducted to assess the
existence of item clustering patterns that would indicate if the scale items suffice to remain as a
single scale or be parsed into subscales for further scale refinement. Therefore, if researchers are
unsure of the dimensionality underlying a set of items, then employing factor analysis for
exploratory purposes would be most appropriate when investigating dimensionality (Gardner,
1995.
Construct validity of a measure is investigated through factor analysis, specifically an
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was conducted which was performed through the principal
axis factor analysis (PA) using a varimax rotation (selected to address any possible
multicollinearity) to assess the underlying structure for the 12 items of the Attitude Towards
Computer Games for Learning scale. EFA is the appropriate approach when the goal of research
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is to further develop a measurement that is reflective of a meaningful underlying construct(s)
represented in observed variables (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2012). Likewise, due to the research aim
encompassing construct validity evaluation of Attitudes Towards Computer Games for Learning
Scale, an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) is the selected factor analysis approach for this
study. EFA is typically used to develop a new scale in a data-driven approach, while in
comparison, a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) is a tool to test how well a proposed
structure or model fits the data (Santor et al., 2011). EFA is an approach to help detect a central
structure that explains the relationship between items parsimoniously, and an EFA simply
explores the data by providing information about the number of factors required to represent the
data. EFA is the chosen approach over CFA mainly due to the exploratory nature of the study
aim that seeks to fine-tune the attitudes scale to be used in future endeavors involving serious
game-based interventions targeting middle school-aged youth. Since Askar et al.’s study sample
was only testing Fifth graders, the attitudes scale is limited in its utility and evaluating the
attitudes scale with a different demographic, which in this case youth aged 11-14, provides
researchers and developers a useful pre-intervention tool (1992). Conducting an EFA is
especially useful in identifying the underlying factor relationship of the scale and then reducing
the scale to variables that most aligned with the construct of attitudes towards computer games
for learning. In addition, EFA is a viable strategy for uncovering the structure of a measurement
model sans cross-validation with confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) (Gerbing & Hamilton,
1996).
The assumption of independent sampling needs to be met, and in addition, the
assumptions of normality, linear relationships between pairs of variables, and the variables’
being correlated at a moderate level need to be checked. Checking for any violation of
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multivariate normality was assessed through inspections of normal P-P plots, as recommended
by Koziol (1993). Ensuring the number of items for each factor is sufficient, the factorability of
the scale in relation to the collection of items was assessed. The KMO and the Barlett’s test of
sphericity was calculated, which produces the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy. The measure of sampling adequacy indicates the proportion of variance in the
variable that may be the cause of underlying factors (Kaiser and Cerny, 1977). A KMO value
between 0.8 to 1 indicates the sampling is adequate (Kaiser and Cerny, 1977). In contrast, a
KMO value of less than 0.6 is considered not adequate (Kaiser and Cerny, 1977). Values of the
anti-image matrices were assessed if they fell in the acceptable range of above 0.50, almost all
diagonals of the anti-image correlation matrix were above 0.50 except for two diagonals
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2014). Concatenating with the aforementioned factorability tests, the
process for determining the factorability of the data also includes evaluation of the correlation
matrix as advised by Williams et al. (2010). Specifically, an inspection of the correlation matrix
for correlation coefficients over 0.30 is necessary, which if no correlations exceed 0.30 then
there is a legitimate case that the variables share little variance and the appropriateness of factor
analysis is questionable (Williams et al., 2010; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The overall methods
used to access the factorability of the data indicate the factorability of the data was acceptable
based on KMO, Bartlett’s, communalities, and anti-image correlations.
The EFA is recommended using the maximum likelihood (ML) for extraction and
Promax for rotation (Williams et al., 2010). The ML approach to factor analysis is the suggested
approach due to the following considerations: if the data is relatively normally distributed, its
ability to perform well when there are unequal loadings within factors and for over-extraction (de
Winter & Dodou, 2012). The ML approach is the selected extraction method since data appear to
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be relatively normally distributed, and accounting for the possibility of unequal factor loadings
would be sensible due to the adaptation process of the scale from an attitudes towards computer
games focused scale to learning focused scale. In comparison, the Principal Axis Factoring
would be the ideal method if the assumption of multivariate normality is severely violated but
according to visual inspects of all normal P-P plots of each item indicate no major violations of
multivariate normality (Fabrigar et al., 1999). Also, the principal axis factor analysis would be
the preferred approach if one intended to understand better only the covariation among variables
(Leech et al., 2008).
Oblique rotation for items is the selected rotation, rather than an Orthogonal rotation for
the item since there is reason to suspect that the items are correlated with each other due to the
items’ central grounding on the construct of attitudes towards computer-assisted learning when
Askar et al. developed their attitudes scale (1992). Furthermore, in line with Brown’s (2009)
movement towards simplicity, it is recommended to use oblique rotation if the correlations on
the factor correlation matrix exceed 0.32, which indicates adequate overlap in variance among
factors, thus warranting an oblique rotation. Above all else, the rationale in selecting the rotation
method is predicated upon the objective of providing parsimonious results that is easier to
interpret (Williams et al., 2010). The two most common oblique rotation is a Promax or direct
oblimin (Harman, 1976). If direct oblimin is selected for rotation, then the delta would be set to
zero since factors are most oblique when delta = 0 (Harman, 1976). However, Promax with
default kappa = 4 is considered to be a preferred rotation due to its advantage of being fast to
conduct and being conceptually simple (Abdi, 2003).
In terms of factor extraction, factors with eigenvalues that were greater than 1 were
extracted since eigenvalues less than 1.00 are not considered to be stable and they account for
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less variability than does a single variable (Girden, 2001). The eigenvalue rule used to determine
the number of factors to retain is also known as the Kaiser-Guttman criterion but is has a
tendency to overestimate the number of latent factors (Matsunaga, 2010). Initially, four factors
were extracted using the eigenvalue cutoff and the Scree plot corroborated the factor extraction
count based on the four factors appearing above the break in the Scree plotline. Then factor
loadings should be assessed because they are considered useful in determining the importance of
a variable in relation to a factor. Factor loadings of more than 0.45 were considered satisfactory,
whereas loadings between 0.32 and 0.45 are considered less good (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001).
Factor loadings below 0.45 should be suppressed to aid in the interpretation of the results
(Williams et al., 2010). Some factor cross-loadings may occur, which is also known as split
loadings, and the item loads at -.32 or higher on two or more factors (Yong and Pearce, 2013).
The cross-loadings may indicate the factor is overly complex or the item can be dropped if it
complicates factor interpretation (Yong and Pearce, 2013). According to the correlation matrix,
some item correlations fell between -0.3 < r < 0.3, indicating some variables correlated lowly
with other variables, which is a possibility that the scale item does not measure the same
underlying construct as the other variables (Field, 2009).
Implementing the suppression of cutoff aids in the readability and interpretation of the
results (Wang et al., 2017; Field, 2005). In using oblique rotation, the interpretation of factors is
derived from the pattern matrix (Field, 2005). After suppressing low factor loadings, no crossloadings on factors were observed in the pattern matrix indicating each item is associated with
only one factor. The clean structure that emerged after the suppression of low factor loadings
was a parsimonious factor structure with no cross-loadings. The pool of items that result from
loading suppression should reflect meaningful and interpretable factors (Matsunaga, 2010). After
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factor loading suppression, the number of factors that are retained was further determined by
assessing the largest loadings and evaluating the items that clustered on each factor with ideally
three variables. Conventionally, meaningful interpretation of the factor analysis requires a
minimum of loading of two or three variables on a factor, according to Brown (2010).
Interpretation of what extracted factors represent is contingent on the items that are loaded on the
respective factors (Field, 2005). After evaluating which variables (items) are attributable to a
factor, the factors are assigned a theme or name (Williams et al., 2010). Though the labeling
process of factors is subjective, the labels should reflect the conceptual and theoretical intent
captured by the measure (Brown, 2010). However, sometimes factor names may not be an
accurate reflection of the variables within the factor (Yong and Pearce, 2013). The iterative and
yet deductive factor analysis process yielded isolated items with high factor loadings on
appropriate thematically labeled factors that together explain the majority of responses (Brown,
2010).
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APPENDIX E: Analysis of Possible Validations with 3-Class Model of BrainHex Measure
For validation testing of the latent classes, we conducted analyses evaluating the results
from the LCA in a cross-comparison with variables with presumed class differences based on
literature. Validation testing of the LCA class model included testing against (1) selfidentification of gamer level type, (2) gender, and (3) parent-child communication.

Validation with Self-identification of Gamer Level Type
The validation testing of the LCA class model was conducted through SPSS Version 26.
Cross-validation of latent classes with self-identified gamer level was conducted through a
Fischer’s Exact test between LCA membership of individuals and their self-identified gamer
level identity response due to the categorical nature of the independent variable with more than
two levels (3 latent classes), the categorical nature of the gamer level variable, and the sample
size (some cells had n < 5). In addition, crosstabulation and Cramer’s V were calculated to assess
the strength of the association.
Validation conducted through self-identified gamer identity level yielded a 2-sided
Fisher’s Exact Test that was significant (p = 0.036) (Table 7). Validation conducted through
gender yielded a significant Pearson Chi-Square test (p = 0.010) (Table 1).

Table 1: Validation with Self-Identified Gamer Type
Self-Identified Gamer
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Identity Level
Hardcore
7
1
5
In Between
11
2
13
Casual
9
11
12
Don’t Play
1
5
4
2
2-side Fischer’s
χ (6, N = 81) = 13.339, p = 0.036; Cramer’s V = 0.287, p = 0.036.
Exact Test
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Validation with Gender
Evaluating gender differences in the gaming typology, we conducted a Chi-square test.
When conducting a Chi-square test between the 4-class solution of the gaming typology, we also
evaluated the Phi and Cramer’s V to assist with identifying the strength of the association.

Table 2: Validation with Gender
Gender
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Male
20
5
18
Female
8
14
16
2
Pearson Chi-Square
χ (2, N = 81) = 9.250, p = 0.010; Cramer’s V = 0.329, p = 0.012
Test
3-Class Model and Parent-Child Communication
Last, we conducted an analysis of the association between the latent classes and the
variables of gender and parent-child communication. We conducted an association test between
the derived categories from the LCA of the gaming archetypes and parent-child communication.
Specifically, we assessed if there were significant mean differences in parent-child
communication between the categories from the gaming typology, therefore we conducted a oneway ANOVA analysis.

Results of Validation Testing of 3-Class Model and Parent-Child Communication
Latent class 1 (N = 28) had a mean parent-child communication of 41.54 (min. = 32,
max. = 51), latent class 2 (N = 19) had a mean parent-child communication of 47.24 (min. = 35,
max. = 57), and latent class 3 (N = 34) had a mean parent-child communication of 44.56 (min. =
36, max. = 58). There was a statistically significant difference between groups (i.e., gaming
preference latent classes) as determined by one-way ANOVA (F(2, 78) = 3.324, p = 0.041). A
Tukey post hoc test revealed that parent-child communication differences between Class 1 and
Class 2 was not statistically significantly (p = 0.101) and the parent-child communication
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differences between Class 2 and Class 3 was not statistically significant (p = 0.996). However,
parent-child communication differences between Class 1 and Class 3 was statistically significant
(p = 0.058).
Parent-child communication differed significantly between certain gamer type groups but
not across all gamer groups, which indicates there is a relationship between gaming preference
typology and their parent-child communication ability. Specifically, Hardcore gamers had
greater Parent-child communication compared to Casual gamers. The results suggest that the
gaming preference level is related to communication with their parents. The group difference
phenomenon on familial relations is also observed in a study evaluating video game play of
adolescents and family closeness of adolescents inclusive of familial communication and
attachment (Durkin and Barber, 2002). The study found that adolescents who played video
games had higher family closeness compared to their peers who never played video games
(Durkin and Barber, 2002). Our findings and the finding on adolescent video gameplay and
family social cohesion by Durkin and Barber (2002) indicate further validity support for our
LCA findings. The cross-validation also promotes the notion that video gaming among
adolescents may be beneficial with family social cohesion which in turn may assist in reducing
health-risk behavior among adolescents especially when bolstered through a serious game such
as SSS (Riesch et al., 2006).

Cross-Validation Discussion
The cross-validation process appears to be of mixed results. Validation of the LCA model
suggests that class differences were relatively meaningful. For instance, the association between
the 3-class model and gamer identity was significant and moderate in strength. Also, there are
significant differences in latent class membership between male and female adolescents with a
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moderate strength of association, which the literature supports such gender differences (Kapalo
et al., 2015). Last the validation with parent-child communication had mixed significance in
class differences, but there were no uniformed differences in parent-child communication.
Overall, the results from the cross-validations do not directly validate the 3-class model but
instead the validations suggest further investigation into the validity of the BrainHex
measure for serious game research is of value.

Comparison with Another Exploratory Analysis of the BrainHex Measure
Interestingly, an exploratory study using SEM for further development of BrainHex and
trait theory development by Tondello et al. (2018) evaluated a study sample of over 50,000
respondents with a mean age of 24.5 collected by International Hobo using their BrainHex
measure. Tondello et al.’s findings were similar to our results because they did not uncover
enough discrimination for seven distinguishable playing styles. Instead, Tondello et al.’s (2018)
data suggested 3 broad trait categories (i.e., action orientation, esthetic orientation, and goal
orientation) and each category encompasses one to three of the player archetypes. In analogous
fashion, because class discrepancy is potentially influenced by age and geography, gender may
have played a significant role in our inability to tease out seven latent classes related to the
BrainHex archetypes and also gender was not a variable integrated into the development of
BrainHex. Similar to our results, Tondello et al. (2018) were unable to detect 7 BrainHex based
archetypes, but their research indicates that gender is a significant factor that influences players’
video game preferences with females tending to score higher trait scores on action orientation
than males and males scoring higher on goal orientation in relation to gaming.
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In another study, male gamers reported tending to play more Fighting, Action, Strategy,
and Role-Playing game genres compared to female gamers who reported playing Social, Puzzle,
Educational, Music genres of games compared to males (Phan et al., 2012). The difference in
gaming preferences and motivations predicated in part on gender is also substantiated by
Vermeulen et al.’s (2017) work showing that female gamers’ disposition to gamer identification
is different from their male counterparts and it is multidimensional (e.g., female centrality, ingroup appraisal, and in-group ties). For instance, women who feel strongly connected with other
women (i.e., in-group ties) tend to have a lower propensity to self-identify as a gamer which is an
aspect likely not accounted for by the BrainHex measure (Vermeulen et al., 2017). Furthermore,
the literature indicates gamer and gender identities are social constructs steeped in sociocultural
processes indicating a level of intricacy that would benefit from further research into
understanding the interplay of the underlying mechanisms between gender identities and gamer
identities as they relate to serious game-based interventions (Vermeulen et al., 2017; Moghaddas
et al., 2012). Even further, widening the opportunistic research space on gamer identification is
crucial, because of the recognized need for both improved representation and articulation of
gamer identities that fully encompass the intersectionality and nuanced complexity of identity is
growing (Shaw, 2014; Shaw, 2013).
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Appendix F: Discussion on LCA Model (3-Class) Versus BrainHex Gaming Archetype Model (7
Class)
The three classes from our LCA best fit model did not have direct parity with the seven
BrainHex gaming archetypes as originally proposed by Nacke et al. despite the theoretical and
physiobiological grounding of the archetypes (2011). Although it is not the intent of the study to
utilize LCA of the BrainHex measure as a hypothesis testing means but the difference in class
structure is of interest. The BrainHex items may not have translated well with our study sample
due to the following factors: (1) age representation, (2) social desirability, (3) gender, (4) region
or country of origin, and (5) video gaming technology.

Age Representation
The BrainHex measure may not have comprehensively captured gaming preferences of
our sample due to the measure’s lack of age specificity and that gaming preferences of
adolescents are different from other age groups (Crone et al., 2018; Tondello et al., 2018; Coke
and Moore, 2015; Greenberg et al., 2010; Sherry et al., 2006). Therefore, a possible resolution
for best practice when developing and validating measures is to pre-test items with the target
demographic (Boateng et al., 2018).

Social Desirability
Both male and female adolescent gamers may be influenced by negative gaming
stereotypes and social desirability; thereby, individuals may respond inaccurately (Kaye and
Pennington, 2016). Some female hardcore gamers expressed feeling vexed by the societal norms
and negative stereotypes surrounding female gamers, which may influence the way they respond
about gaming (Kaye and Penninington, 2016; McLean and Griffiths, 2019). Also, our female
participants may have underreported their gaming since the literature indicates females who play
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fewer video games compared to other females are less likely to identify with gaming culture
(Daviault and Schott, 2013). On the other hand, male adolescents that do play video games but
do not self-identify with the male gamer stereotype tend to underreport their gameplay usage,
which may influence their response (Paaßen et al., 2017).

Gender
Both male and female adolescent gamers in a broader sense may be influenced by
negative stereotypes and social desirability, which both in turn could convolute the trenchant
ability of gaming measures to accurately detect gamer identity differences (Kaye and
Pennington, 2016). For instance, some female gamers may experience gameplay decrement due
to stereotype threats, and such stereotype threats may influence how they answer questions about
their gameplay (Kaye and Pennington, 2016). In another study, some female hardcore gamers
expressed feeling vexed by the societal norms and negative stereotypes surrounding female
gamers which may influence the way they respond to the BrainHex measure (McLean and
Griffiths, 2018). In other studies, females who play fewer video games compared to other
females tend to associate gaming with males (McLean and Griffiths, 2018). They are also less
likely to identify with gaming culture; therefore, it is possible that females in our study sample
who identify less with gaming culture but are still considered a gamer by definition may have
answered BrainHex items in a manner hindered by male gaming stereotypes instead of being true
to themselves (Daviaul and Schott, 2013). In contrast, the video game industry seemingly
continues to pander to male gamers with specific content and the gamer image remains relatively
strongly associated with males, but there is evidence that adolescent males that do play video
games but do not self-identify with the male gamer stereotype tend to underreport their gameplay
usage indicating potential negative influences impacting self-reporting with gaming measures
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which possibly includes the BrainHex measure (Paaßen et al., 2017; ). The intricate nature of
video game identity and the other potential biases appear to warrant further research on both
male and female gamers. Some researchers posit a mixed-methods approach to study gaming
would be highly beneficial especially using a qualitative methodological approach such as
“interactive elicitation,” which utilizes interviewing and photo-elicitation in addition to validated
quantitative measures (Spokes and Denham, 2019).

Region or Country of Origin
The study sample used to validate the BrainHex measure had a relatively diverse study
sample with approximately 49.8% of participants from North America, 27.9% from the U.K.,
8.2% from Eastern Europe or Russia, 4.3% from Australia, and 4.3% South and Central
American (Nacke et al., 2011). However, the study sample demographics from the gaming
preference archetype findings from Nacke et al.’s study measure may not accurately reflect a
codification of U.S. based adolescents base on satisfaction, motivation, and preferences, which is
the crux of the IYG-F study, thereby possibly explaining the lack of a consequent 7 class model
from the LCA. Similarly, just as the BrainHex items may not entirely resonate or is valid with
individuals different from the geographic origins of the original study population, individuals
undertaking the BrainHex measure may not have their gaming preferences captured due to the
lack of age specificity of the BrainHex measure. However, having a gaming measure that
appropriately accounts for age is critical since the literature indicates that there are significant
differences in gaming preferences based on age meaning broadly designed gaming measures or
even serious games with a broad age may suffer from low applicability, and specific ages may
have stronger preferences for different types of gaming gratifications (Tondello et al., 2018;
Sherry et al., 2006). Furthermore, Golomb et al. (2012) state that study participants may not even
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represent their intended population, and the discontinuity is amplified with increased age. As
pertaining to our research, part of the issue arises from Nacke et al. through International Hobo
Ltd. (2011), the developers behind the BrainHex measure, not modeling the BrainHex measure
to target a specific age group; therefore, adolescent video gaming preferences and motivations
may not be comprehensively captured by the measure. A possible resolution, as suggested by
Boateng et al. (2018), for best practice when developing and validating measures for health,
social, and behavioral research is to have pre-testing items with the target demographic.

Video Gaming Technology
Video gaming technology (videogame graphics advancements and gaming control
scheme) may have also contributed to arriving at a 3-class model. Video game graphics
technology can vastly improve from one year to the next; therefore, individuals now may
respond to video game graphics differently from the time BrainHex was developed (Perron and
Wolf, 2009). Similarly, gaming control schemes (e.g., PlayStation versus Nintendo Wii versus
computer) could have influenced our findings since research indicates video game preference is
influenced by enjoyment which is driven by a sense of control as experienced by individuals
using familiar control schemes (Limperos et al., 2009). The SSS was only played via a computer
platform which may have indirectly influenced the response of individuals who may have
predilection for video gaming with console systems (Limperos et al., 2009).
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